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Flexibility comes first
Design and furniture companies need to process
increasingly smaller batches with closer delivery
times. To meet this need Scm Group has created
the Morbidelli “Uniflex” machining centre allowing
a highly flexible daily production.
“Uniflex” is equipped with 2 electro-spindles,
2 automatic saw-blades and up to 96 independent
spindles for drilling operations.
It fulfils all production requirements with program
changes and set up in "zero seconds".
High tech control devices together with simple
programming provide for easy use even
for operators with no experience.
“Uniflex”, competitiveness starts from here.

SCM GROUP spa
Via Emilia 77, 47921 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111
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For info:
MACO s.r.l.
Via Macallè, 142
I-20831 Seregno (MB)
Tel
e +39 0362 320970
Fax +39 0362 320930
www.maco.it
info@maco.it
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Ferramenta e Accessori per il Mobile
Hardware and Furniture Fittings
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MACO
ardware and furniture accessories is the
corporate mission written under the Maco
brand, rich of significant values, representing an outstanding company in the Italian and
international market, with noteworthy sales performance and established production capacity.

H

For over 50 years, Maco (www.maco.it) has been
working in the Italian and international market of furniture hardware
and accessories, specializing in the
production of magnetic closures,
push-latches, wheels, slides, shelf
supports, leveling systems, cable
glands and furniture hardware in
general. All items are manufactured
using top-quality materials and offering a wide range of colors and
finishes to meet all customer requirements. The key strength is the ability to respond
to market demand promptly, listening to customer
needs and developing ever new designs.
To improve their production, in 2006 the company
moved into new modern premises in Seregno (in
the Monza and Brianza area), a 10 thousand
square meter site, including 6 thousand square meter buildings, where the company is proud to offer
made-in-Italy products exclusively.
The production cycle is versatile and integrated in
one single method ensuring final product quality.
It is actually a set of complementary operations, with

www.maco.it

different features requiring the use of specific technology and skills. It’s many companies in one, many
professional skills in one specialization. Turning,
milling, threading, molding, cutting, assembling and
packaging are all of Maco’s activities.
After all operations, assembling and quality control,
each product is packaged according to size, materials and sales requirements. This critical process,

not less important than the others,
guarantees product integrity during
shipment to customers and storage
ALWAYS
according to product traceability
IN THE
standards.
FOREFRONT
Maco is a brand with longstanding
tradition, based on future-oriented values, with a dynamic business attitude
that allows to take the right decisions
at the right time, ensuring success
year after year, product after product, customer after customer. ▲
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Technology for shaping everyday materials.
The Biesse Group is a worldwide leader in the manufacturing of integrated machines
and system for wood, glass and stone processing. The Group is a multinational
reality, made up of three main business units: Biesse Wood Division, Intermac Glass
& Stone Division, HSD Mechatronic Division. Present in over 100 countries, Biesse
markets its products and offers an after sales service worldwide via a network of 30
   %  ;<<=   >?
Biesse S.p.A. Via della Meccanica, 16 - 61122 Pesaro (Italy) - Tel +39 0721 439100 - Fax +39 0721 439150 - biesse.sales@biesse.com - www.biesse.com
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BIESSE GROUP
he Biesse Group is a world
leader in the production of
machines and integrated
systems for the processing of wood,
glass and stone. It has five manufacturing plants, over 210 patents
and nearly 2800 employees.
Biesse was born in Pesaro in 1969
by the talent and the creative intuition of its founder Giancarlo Selci:
a success story that he personally
pursues with passion and determination with his unique son Roberto,
now President, and a skilled team of managers. The
Group is a multinational company listed on the Milan Stock Exchange since 2001 (Star segment), consists of three main business divisions: Biesse
Wood Division, Intermac Glass & Stone Division,
Hsd Mechatronic Division. Biesse has achieved excellence in the areas in which it competes, thanks
to an advanced quality control system that operates
at all levels, from design through to installation of
the machine.
To overcome the increasing pressure of competitive
markets, the Group has already undertaken a
review of internal processes to move from the

T

www.biesse.com

actual organizational model to that of a Lean
Company. Through the application of the principles
of Lean Manufacturing (which incorporates the
Toyota Production System model), and its
methodologies to identify and eliminate production
waste and improve the organization,
Biesse has been able to strengthen
its leadership and anticipate new
YOUR GLOBAL
market demands.
"What is our winning formula? GainTECHNOLOGY
ing the trust of our customers, to beSOLUTIONS
come their partners. This is supportPARTNER
ed by the strong orientation and
characterized with technological innovation which is reflected in investment in R&D", says Roberto Selci.
Biesse is Glocal: "global" through the worldwide network of distributors and "local" because it is always
close to customer needs; this target is carried out
through the after-sales service, Open House and
Tech Tour events that welcome thousands customers in the Business Center and Tech Center in
Pesaro and in its branches.
▲
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SAYERLACK
hen a company starts studying a waterborne fire retardant product, the challenge it has to face, besides ensuring the
fire retardant properties, is to deliver high-quality
visual impact and performance.
Sayerlack (www.sayerlack.it) presented the waterborne fire retardant transparent self-sealer
“Af1105/00”. Conventional fire retardant products cannot offer the same performance as classical products, due to the chemical components that
guarantee the reaction to fire. With waterborne products, the problem is even more critical.
The Sayerlack R&D lab has tackled this new challenge with enthusiasm and creativity, getting to the
formulation of “Af1105/00”, a highly transparent
product that compares to traditional waterborne
coatings “Hydroplus” by Sayerlack.

W

It is a single waterborne product for a fire retardant application cycle with Class 1 fire reaction certification, according to Italian law Dm 6/03/1992 Uni 9796. Product applications include furniture and
interior panelings. The coating can be tinted,
adding waterborne pastes “Xa2006/Xx” to obtain
intensive and bright colors.
Besides high transparency, and despite thick application coatings (two coats of 200 grams each),
"Af1105/00" also offers excellent substrate enhancement, highlighting the wood grain and fiber.
Chemical resistance is typical of waterborne products by Sayerlack. With excellent verticality, the
product is also suitable for application on assembled furniture.“Af1105/00” is halide-free. This formula offers significant benefits: in case of fire, smoke
is not black, as with traditional products, but
white, clear and less toxic.

www.sayerlack.it

Sayerlack decided to put on a new goal: the research
project "Extreme" in order to challenge any adverse
climate and planet agents to evaluate the duration
and the performance of their paints for outdoor use.
On July 2011, 233 panels left the Pianoro’s R&D laboratory to the following destinations: Medina, Ohio
(Usa), Mexico City (Mexico), Moscow (Russia).
Medina reaches in winter the temperature of -29 degrees Celsius and
the average annual rainfalls are
THE PROJECT
983.2 mm are; Moscow temperature
"EXTREME"
in winter reaches -42 degrees Celsius
AND FIRE
and the average annual rainfalls are
RETARDANT
713 millimeters. Mexico City is characterized by a tropical climate, altiPRODUCT
tude of 2,661 meters above sea level and a high degree of chemical pollution. The 233 panels were painted
with 47 rounds of paint, some historians and
many other new and experimental.
The realization of panels took place with the
methodology developed for the project "Eversummer", ie for each coating system were carried out
three panels, in order to assess an outcome corresponding to the average of the results achieved
by the three panels. The project "Extreme" had seen
the exhibition of 150 panels painted for six months
of exposure in the fields of laboratories Atlas of Miami (United States) during the period of boreal summer, and for another six months at the laboratories
Atlas of Townsville (Australia), during the austral
summer. The result was dramatic: the 150 panels
have passed the assessment tests, conducted according to the parameters set by the En 927-3: flacking, chalking, cracking, blistering, glossy variation,
color variation, adhesion.
▲
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ZUANI
he new coating system by Zuani was developed by our new department with the
aim of improving the performance of its
tools. It makes the knives working life longer by the
means of lowering friction. It assure a perfect, uniform and durable finishing. It cut’s down the maintenance time.
The process has been performed in order to satisfy the request of our most demanding customer.
You can now improve the quality of your tools, because we can coat the knives with the diamantoidi (Adamantano) by means of a process which lay
on the knives a very hard coating.
In this way we obtain coated knives with a working
life and finish clearly higher than the normal knives
and at the same time at a reasonable cost respected
to the polycrystalline knives.

Foundation allowed us to increase the know-how
of our company in the nano-structured coating technology. With the implementation of a new department, we have started with the industrial production of Dlc process.

THE PROCESS

THE PERFORMANCE

The Dlc (Diamond like carbon) is applied at a low
temperature through the Pe-Cvd (Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition), assuring
good adhesion. The high hardness is due to the simultaneous presence of sp2 graphitized Carbon
(graphite) and sp3 (diamond).

All the tests carried out not only by
Zuani srl but also by some of the most
prestigious International woodworking companies, have assessed the
high performance of the tools.
These results show that the working
life of coated knives can increase up
to 300 percent; a better finishing has
been noticed, both on panels products and solid wood.
▲

T

THE RESEARCH
Our cooperation with the Physics Department of the
University of Trento and The Fbk Bruno Kessler

www.zuani.it

THE RESULT
Coating is very strong with a thickness of 1 micron.
It is laid on profiled knives without form limit. Its low
thickness make it suitable for coating of standard
knives too. With this peculiarity it is possible to
apply coating on all the types of insert tools.

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
High hardness - Frictional resistance - Resistance to wearing - Low
frictional coefficient.

NA.DIA:
ANTI FRICTION
COATING
INCREASES
PRODUCTION
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H

appy new year! It’s a necessary wish, especially
in such difficult times.
The rules of the game are changing and next
year it will be essential to understand, as soon
as possible, which way to go. Because the world is not
ending, it is "just" changing.
Asia will be increasingly at the hub of the world, in terms
of economy, demography, production and consumption.
Asian economies are growing and will always need innovative technology. The challenge for industrial countries
will be to preserve their capacity to offer advanced technological solutions, new process methods, management
and manufacturing systems with ever increasing effectiveness and lower economic impact, as well as much lower energy consumption.
As a matter of fact, green economy is also a factor: if we
cannot live reducing our consumption, our planet is going to be in big trouble.
Happy new year. There seems to be a lot to do, really.
The Italian woodworking technology industry has realized
it and learned the lesson. In this issue of Italianwoodtech
we are reporting about three open house events that, all
together, give a detailed picture of Italian technology today, or at least its guidelines and directions.
The reduction of energy used per product unit is an es-

tablished fact. The same is true for automation, aggregates
and equipment that allow to reduce labor, having a positive impact on a significant cost item.
Machines can do the same things within less space. Even
better, they can do more, switch more easily from edgebanding to nesting, from solid wood to panels, thanks to
advanced optimization of components and, consequently, the costs of spare parts and machine lifecycle.
According to Italian tradition, this trend is also having an
impact on sales, responding to a hard fact: we must give
each market exactly what it needs. So, listen, understand,
process, offer.
A happy new year to those who can look a little bit further, those who will have the courage to stand in the front
row and believe in what they do. We need examples, we
need the leaders of once upon a time, we need someone
who can imagine, drive and motivate.
We must take all of these ingredients, mix them with good
old elements that will never become “unfashionable”, in
order to revive the prestige of “made in Italy” woodworking
machinery, an asset still envied by the whole world and
highly considered by anyone involved and woodworking
and wood-based materials, but also plastics, aluminum,
composites… ■

RESEARCH
Results of Dmc’s research dedicated to the coated abrasives
Dmc, a trademark of Scm Group that
deals with flexible sanding machines
(sizing, polishing, brushing, structures
and machines for custom finishes)
has launched three years ago, a research project on the abrasive collaboration with the University of Padua.
On October 28, 2011 the end of the
project has been celebrated, in the

news

presence of researchers and the project leader, with a presentation of the results collected and the prospects for
application of knowledge derived from
research carried out primarily in "Hi
Tech Laboratory" of Thiene and laboratories of the University department of
Vicenza. A summary of the project will
be presented in our magazine. Dmc,
based on knowledge of high scientific level acquired in these three years,
is able to evaluate processes using
abrasives (ribbons and filaments) identifying the most correct parameters to
use to take advantage of better performance and service life. Dmc will
share with customers the benefits of this
research by providing them the necessary advice in this field. ■

RUBNER
Wooden buildings grow in height
Rubner Group, headquartered in
Chienes (Bolzano) − one of the protagonists of the design and construction of
wooden buildings from one-family house
to high complex construction, continues
to enhance its role in the field of multistorey building: the last
frontier today for research on new forms of
housing and not only,
based on the balance
between technological
innovation, high performance and eco-efficiency. Three of the projects being carried out, presented at the
recent conference in Milan "Wood, a contemporary choice" and relaunched during the last edition of Made Expo in Milan. Sponsored by Holzbau (Rubner
Group) the projects "Marina Green Wellness Resort" in Caorle (Venice), seven
floors above ground and “ClimaResort”
certificated CasaClimaA+ with structures

of wood to increase the performance of
welfare housing, and "Panorama
Giustinelli", currently in construction
phase for a residential building with luxury apartments in the historical center of
Trieste, six floors up to 22.80 meters in
height above ground.
Rubner Objektbau, the
general contractor of the
Rubner Group, is in
charge for the project
"Schloss Blumenthal " in a
medieval village in Augsburg, Bavaria (Germany),
a residential building designed according to the principles of cohousing having ten accommodations
from 28 to 140 square meters (four at
ground floor, two on first floor and four at
the second floor), for a gross area of 850
square meters and a prefabricated volume of 2,758 cubic meters. The times of
work execution include approximately
122 natural and consecutive days. ■

ACIMALL
Woodworking technology: “stable” the third quarter, but…
The wood and wood-based products industry recorded
substantial stability in the third quarter of this year. Italian
companies are facing three critical elements: a very uncertain economic scenario, low propensity to investments
by Italian “customers”, and tough competition on the global markets by manufacturers from other
countries. This adds to
the credit crunch, which
has an impact on research and innovation:
being unable to invest is penalizing, especially if you think
that highly specialized manufacturing systems and maximum process flexibility are key success factors on
many markets.
But let’s go back to recent past, to the quarterly survey
concerning July to September 2011, based on a statistic sample representing the entire industry, with figures that
– as mentioned – give a different picture than in the past
few weeks. Woodworking machinery and tools orders have
increased by 5.8 percent compared to July-September
2010. Orders from abroad went up by 13.2 percent, while
the Italian market suffered from 3.2 percent shrinkage. Also
turnover is recovering (more than 2.9 percent compared
to July-September of last year). The orders book was constantly around two months, while at the beginning of the
year, a 2 percent price increase had been recorded.

“Stability” is the keyword emerging from the quality survey: 12 percent of interviewed companies expressed a
positive opinion about the July-September 2011 period.
An opposite vision was given by 26 percent, while 62 percent of the sample declared that production levels were
stable. Employment is also stationary (according to 85 percent of the sample) and
falling for the remaining 15 percent. Available stocks are also stable (62 percent of
interviewed people), while 30 percent indicated reduction and 8 percent growth.The
forecast survey showed some short-term trends: while
there is some optimism about foreign markets, there are
very few signals of positive developments in Italy. This is
a situation confirmed by current market trends.
Looking at the 2001-2011 period, you can notice specific trends in the industry, showing scarce “enthusiasm”
among Italian users of woodworking technology, with a very
slow trend of demand from 2008 until today. More generally, we can say that levels achieved in 2007 cannot be
considered a realistic target in the medium term: we are
clearly in a phase of industry reorganization and resizing,
in line with current demand levels. The season-adjusted
index by working days, a significant parameter to evalutate industry expansion and recession trends, is currently
equal to 78 (compared to 2001=100). ■

CEI-BOIS
Appointment of the new Board members in Brussels
Last 17 November in Brussels, the
General Assembly of Brussels-based
European Confederation of woodworking industries, Cei-Bois aisbl, has reelected its Chairman and Vice-Chairman
and appointed new Board members.
Appointed as members of the Board for
the next two year period were: Raúl Agullo (Agullo Madeiras), Confemadera,
Lars-Gunnar Andersen, Chairman of
Fep (European Parquet Federation),
Pietro Bellotti (Bellotti SpA), Federlegno-Arredo, Enrico Bonzano, owner and
Ceo, Ibl Italy (Plywood industry), Ladislaus Döry, Chairman of Epf (European

Panel Federation), Anders Ek, International Marketing Director of Sca
Timber, Alfred Jechart, Member of the
Board Mayr-Melnhof Holzindustrie,
Chairman of Eos, Arto Juvonen, Head
of Plywood Division, Upm-KymmeneWood Oy, Mark Michielsen (Chep),
Fefpeb, Matti Mikkola, Senior VicePresident Stora Enso Wood Products,
Jorge Milne e Carmo (Carmo Lda.),Wei,
Vítor Poças, chairman of Aimmp, Erich
Wiesner, owner and managing director
of Wiehag Ag., Chairman of the Austrian federation of the woodworking and
furniture industries.

From these Board members, Matti
Mikkola, Senior Vice-President at Stora
Enso Wood Products, was re-elected as
Chairman of Cei-Bois. Ladislaus Döry,
Chairman of Epf and spokesperson of
the Austrian panel industries, was reconfirmed as Vice-Chairman of the association for the next two years, in line
with the statutory provisions. The General Assembly expressed its strong
gratitude to the leaving Board members
Gil Covey, Francisco Huidobro, Fernando Rolin and Roberto Snaidero. For
more information please contact Filip De
Jaeger, Cei-Bois general secretary. ■
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NEWS

flash news
GERMANY In the third quarter
of 2011 acquisition of orders in the
woodworking machinery sector
in Germany was 25 percent lower
compared to the same period last
year. To pay for the reduction were
mainly exports with a score
of a minus 40 percent.
On the contrary, the domestic market
has seen an increase of 42 percent.
According to Vdma (the German
association for manufacturers of
woodworking machinery) the current
year can be expected a turnover
increase by 14 percent.
The growth will also increase in 2012,
but without exceeding 10 percent.

ASSOPANNELLI
Working for a new exhibition industry
Assopannelli, the association gathering together FederlegnoArredo manufacturers of wood and semi-finished
panels, met in General Meeting to
study, in collaboration with the Federation, a trade show industry planning
project for construction and wood
components sector representing a
valid promotional tool for companies of
the industry because of the difficult economic situation that the world economy is going through.
Assopannelli identifies Made expo and
Sicam as representative for semi-finished products and panels industry. Different for target audience − Sicam
turns to the world of furniture, Made expo
to the building one – and for market

strategies and organizational arrangements, the two exhibitions are necessary
moments that are vital for companies.
For this Assopannelli, in synergy with
FederlegnoArredo, is working to promote
a larger project avoiding dates overlap
and having as a goal the common
growth of the sector.
The needs by Milan trade fair calendar
for 2012, made it impossible not to overlap the dates for develop a mutual project for Made expo and Sicam. Assopannelli and FederlegnoArredo intend to structure, instead, starting from
2013, a calendar which takes into account the needs of the trade fairs, but
that especially meets the promotional
needs of the industry represented. ■

AHEC September 2011 saw 100
students from the wood and furniture
departments at five prestigious
Spanish secondary schools take
part in the 6th Ahec Design and
Manufacture Competition for
Students. Organised by the American
Hardwood Export Council (Ahec),
three sleek designs stood out, with
their creators given cash prizes for
their superb skills using a variety
American hardwoods.

IKEA The turnover of Ikea Group
last year was 224.7 billion euros.
The group is owning 289 distribution
centers to which must be added 39
centers working in franchising.

EVENTS
Holzbau Forum 2011
From 7 to 9 December 2011 at Congress
Centrum in Garmisch-Partenkirchen
(Germany), it will be held the International
Wood Construction Conference (IHF
2011) providing architects, engineers
and builders with an opportunity to report on experiences, processes and
goals related to wood structures and
construction.
At the same time the conference provides an opportunity for architects,
building officials, builders and craftspeople, practicians and educators to
learn about the latest developments
and to exchange experiences. All presentations will be simultaneously trans-

lated into German and English. French
translations will be available only in the
main hall.
Forum-holzbau.com collects information on a variety of wooden buildings. Current economic news, information about companies, presentations
of new projects and innovations in
science and research.
You can update daily on the website or
be sending a monthly newsletter with
the most important news. Site will be
published in all the most important appointments. The aim is to focus on current issues, the potential for the future
and new markets. ■
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HETTICH ITALIA
Gianni Corso appointed as new Ceo
Hettich Italia (www.hettich.it), the Italian
subsidiary of the German multinational
Hettich Holding GmbH & Co.− the world
leader in manufacturing of
accessories and innovative solutions for the furniture
industry − has appointed
Gianni Corso as new Ceo
to replace Andreas Seifert.
Gianni Corso, appointed
since November 7, has a

long experience in the development
and management: he held various positions including that of Ceo of Rational Ag (production and marketing of ovens for catering), and previously, Export
Manager of De Longhi
(appliances).
Born in Verona, he is
graduated in Political Sciences. ■

EVENTS
Great success for Sayerlack’s “Fabbriche aperte”
Sayerlack’s “Fabbriche Aperte” took
place on October 23rd. Production site
and headquarters , located in Pianoro
(Bologna), have been open to the public. Attendance has been vast and enthusiastic and people took part to the
guided tours organized by Sayerlack staff
to discover the world of wood coatings.
Over 400 people attended: citizen from
Pianoro, professors and student from
Bologna University and from Istituto Superiore “Aldini-Valeriani”, common people interested in a large company,
employees and their families.
Guided tours to the key areas of the
company started from 2:00pm: resins
department, R&D laboratory, production
floors (hardeners, polyurethanes, waterborne coatings), packaging department and finished products ware-

house. During the visit, the public has
been introduced to the latest investment
made by the company: the new solvent
abatement plant, which ensures a remarkable reduction in the solvents
emission in the atmosphere, ensuring
compliance with the existing regulations.
At the end of the visit, the visitors have
been welcome by Dr. Alessandro Pirotta, Sayerlack General Manager, by Dr.
Gabrielle Minghetti, Mayor of Pianoro,
by Ing. Matteo Aglio, Director of Federchimica-Avisa and by the whole Sayerlack management team. Celebrations
and toasts then followed, accompanied by the music played by bands
made up of current Sayerlack employees, retirees and citizens of Pianoro.
“Fabbriche Aperte” is an initiative promoted by Federchimica since 1987 and
represents an important
opportunity to show the
community what chemistry is and to highlight its
importance. Moreover,
it is an opportunity to
show the on-going investments to safeguard
health, safety and environment, which have always been a key priority for Sayerlack. ■

NEWS

FLOORINGS
The 2012 laminate flooring trends

Pine is a pale wood – or so we thought.
Nowadays, it can be found in medium
brown shades with subtle white effects.
Elm is an expressive wood in dark
beige tones, now it becomes darkly
with reddish brown effects. The new
2012 laminate floors reflect a never-before-seen variety of extreme surface finishing styles that allow the creation of
the most unique designs. They all
have an absolute authenticity of haptics and colour effects in common,
which frequently even lets the floors appear more interesting and life-like than
the wood after which they were modeled. However, this cannot only be said
about wooden decors, but stone designs as well.
This development was made possible
by Embossed in Register and novel
methods of surface treatment.
Coloured, bleached, etched, whitewashed, oiled, waxed – there is a
large range of possibilities to modify
decors. The goal is always to give surfaces that little something extra, thus increasing the quality of the decor and
the laminate floor. Against this backdrop, stone decors, which have been
far less popular than wooden decors,
will receive a lot of attention in 2012.
Slate, marble or granite – they all
stand out due to their natural designs
and expressive textures, which create
novel designs on the floor. Textured sur-

faces are also a key term for wood.
Along with the all-rounder, oak, particularly softwoods, such as pine, lark
and elm will be in the limelight in
2012. As mentioned, with altered
colours and modified designs.
The design extremes are also applied
to formats. The country-house plank,
with or without a V-joint, remains en
vogue; however, it can be found more
and more often as long or narrow
planks. The trend is moving toward
decors with a consistent pattern direction, which creates a particularly homogenous, elegant appearance of the
floor. Three-strip planks are also re-gaining popularity, but reflect a completely different perspective than before, as
part of the new surface designs. For tile
designs, large, rectangular formats
are preferred, which create a spacious effect in larger areas. Completely matte or high gloss is the current topic of interest. Thus, elm wood

with modified colours, in a matte oiled
design may become the trendsetter of
2012.
Metal and textile decors are another topic that will set the 2012 design trends.
They come in large square or rectangular tile formats that are perfectly
suited for places such as loft apartments
or offices. Full advantage of the versatility of metal designs is taken with
zink, chrome and copper tones and partially man-made used effects. Textile
decors are shown in many different grey
tones, which are particularly striking in
combination with white furniture. The
popular black and white theme of the interior design world remains current. Other creative decors impress with geometric or floral designs in strong pink,
neon green, blue or black and white. All
made possible by modern digital printing.
Source: Eplf (European producers of
laminate floorings). ■

PRIZES
Manfred Wittenstein wins prize "Entrepreneur of the year"
For the15th German edition, the prize
"Entrepreneur of the Year" has once
again chosen the best entrepreneurs,
proclaiming Manfred Wittenstein −
Chairman of the Board of Directors of
Wittenstein Ag. based in Igersheim,
Baden-Wurttemberg − winner in the
category "Industry" and selected to represent Germany at the international
"World Entrepreneur of the Year 2012".
Wittenstein (www.wittenstein.de) is a
company specialized in the development and manufacturing of high precision planetary gearboxes, complete
electromechanical drive systems, servo systems and brushless motors. ■
Manfred Wittenstein.
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WINDOWS
The window is female
To decide on purchase and type of windows/doors in the house, are mainly
women. And the primary channel for
acquiring information on product are
family and friends, fabricators, retailers,
designers, and, of course, the web
which is one of the crucial resources to
bring together companies, retailers
and customers.
The overview was released with opinion poll by the research “Italians, the
house, doors and windows" realized
by Astra Ricerche on behalf of Reed
Business Information, based on 702 interviews with a sample of Italians between 25 and 70 years old who have
purchased or renovated a dwelling
house in the past five years or that they
will within the next three. Family and
friends accounts for more than 60
percent in the choice of a window, fol-

lowed by carpenters and joiners
(51.1%) and retail (39%). Growing role
of the Internet (44%), behind the trade
press (32.5%). To be more sensitive to
the role of communication are the upper class, which shall inform through
designers, architects and experts (joiners, carpenters, retailers).
The targets are more women involved
and the pool of 45/54 years’ old. The
factors of choice are aesthetic, strength,
quality of materials and services, along
with energy conservation and research
of ecological materials. An approach
that − surprise − denies the primacy of

CONTROL LOGIC
Spark
detector
designed for
dust collection
systems
to protect
storage silos
from the risk
of fire.

the price in evaluating the product. The
sources of information are the most effective real estate agencies (100%),
followed by the architects (85%), fairs
and exhibitions (75%), printing specialist (74%), builders (70%), press (68%),
craftsmen (67%), advertising (66%) and
employees of retail outlets (65%). The
main material is wood (45%).
Among the shopping channels leadership remains in the hands of multibrand store (38%) in second place
door and window manufacturers (33%),
manufacturers (22%), carpenters (20%)
and artisans (15%). ■

Sparks fly
at high speed.
They travel at a hundred kilometres
per hour along the ducts of the dust
collection system and reach the silo
in less than three seconds
The CONTROL LOGIC
SPARK DETECTOR

is faster than
the sparks themselves.
It detects them with its highly
sensitive infrared sensor,
intercepts and extinguishes
them in a flash.
It needs no periodic inspection.
The CONTROL LOGIC system

is designed for “total supervision”.
It verifies that sparks have been
extinguished, gives prompt warning of
any malfunction and, if needed,
cuts off the duct and stops the fan.

ISO 9001
20137 Milano - Italy - Via Ennio, 25
Tel.: +39 02 5410 0818 - Fax +39 02 5410 0764
E-mail: controllogic@controllogic.it - Web: www.controllogic.it

CONTROL LOGIC s.r.l.

NEWS

BELLOTTI
Bellotti is partner of “KlimaHaus”

SOCIAL HOUSING
Challenge for the recovery

With the delivery of the plate at the last
edition of Made Expo, Bellotti of Cermenate (Como), specializing in the field
of wood and wood products, has become part of the official partners of
KlimaHaus, the
Bolzano-based
public agency in
charge for efficiency certification of buildings.
A step that allows the company to join the circle of producers
in line with the philosophy of the KlimaHaus Agency for eco-efficient buildings,
and reaffirms their commitment to sustainability and working on exclusive
product from Fsc and Pefc certified tim-

FederlegnoArredo continues to support the development of a new “social
housing” the real challenge of the future housing and a vital opportunity for
the revival and growth of the sector.
Recently the Federation has embarked on a project regarding the implementation of a new catalog of finishing products and furniture for the
Parma Social House (PSH).
This is a further initiative promoted by
FederlegnoArredo and Federcasa
and the success of the notice Housing Contest, sponsored by the Federation, in collaboration with the Order
of Architects of the Province of Milan,
Assimpredil Ance and In/Arch Section
Lombardy, with the addition of the experience developed with the Furnishings and Finishes Abacus.
This is a great opportunity for all
member companies working in the
field of finishing and furniture, designed to allow direct access to the
market of "social housing". One field
that in the coming years, is destined
to reshape the landscape of residential buildings.
The catalog for the furnishings and finishes for the Psh is the result of a new
synergy born between FederlegnoArredo, Social Housing Foundation and Polaris Investment Sgr. The
aim is to promote the culture of Italy in
"social housing" and at the same time
supporting the cultural activities that
accompany the theme. ■

ber, the use of 100 percent of the raw
material and finished product technology and innovation. In this direction
are also the products launched at the
Milan fair, as the new line of composite panels "Laripan Bio" for the
construction of
roofs lagged in
three versions:
"Laripan Bio
Cork", "Laripan
Bio Fiberboard"
and "Laripan Bio
mineral wool”
and the new modular flooring for outdoor "Larideck" cork blond bio. ■
From left: Norbert Lantschner, director
of KlimaHaus agency, Valentina and Pietro Bellotti.

HARDWARE
Salice opens subsidiary in Spain
Salice (www.salice.com) world leader in
the field of concealed hinges and opening systems for furniture, stands out because of its high quality and the production entirely made in Italy – further
continues its expansion with the opening of a new European subsidiary in
Spain. A fundamental stage in the international activity of Salice, a course
started in 1971 when the first two branches were opened in Neckarwestheim, Germany and in Antibes, France. Since then
the company has come a long way, gar-

nering today 8 subsidiaries all over the
world and a network of sole agents and
distributors in all the industrialised countries. The Barcelona branch office is exclusively commercial, with specially
skilled workers, warehouse and showroom, is able to guarantee maximum assistance, flexibility of service and rapid
deliveries. To the management of the
Spanish subsidiary, with the role of
Sales Manager, has been entrusted
Santiago Paredes (santiago.paredes@saliceespana.es). ■
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EUMABOIS
Goodbye and thank you to Fulvia Scherini

KITCHENS
Febal arrives in China

A long career serving woodworking Franz-Josef Buetfering, President of
technology, and mostly supporting and Eumabois, expressed his appreciation
promoting the activity of Eumabois, the for Mrs. Scherini’s work. “On behalf of
federation that gathers 14 European na- Eumabois and myself, I want to thank
tional associations. A sign of recognition Fulvia Scherini for the competence and
and appreciation was due
passion she devoted to
for the work done by Mrs.
European wood technolFulvia Scherini, a homogy”, he said in Valencia.
age paid during the recent
“She served not only with
general assembly of the
professionalism and comEuropean Federation, held
petence, but also with the
in Valencia during Fimmapassion that distinguishes
Fulvia Scherini.
Maderalia.
people who believe in
what they do and commit
Born in Sondrio, Fulvia Scherini grad- themselves to the success of a project
uated in Foreign Languages and Lit- and other people”.
erature, then in May 1980 she joined “I know my words may seem banal”,
Acimall, the association of Italian man- concluded Buetfering, addressing
ufacturers of woodworking machinery the representatives of 14 European asand accessories. In Acimall, she cov- sociations. “It’s hard to find a way to
ered different positions, until she be- describe the accurate and proactive
came Head of the Promotion Depart- contribution Mrs. Scherini has given to
ment. Finally, she dedicated full-time to our federation. So, I won’t add anythe general secretariat of Eumabois. thing else and I will give her a tight hug
In both positions, she promoted tech- on behalf of all of you and everyone
nology and associations all over the who had the pleasure to work with her,
world, a task she carried out with asking you to join me with a round of
great professionalism.
applause”. ■

After America, Febal (www.febal.com)
conquered the land of the Rising Sun.
It was inaugurated on 28 October, the
first Febal store in Shanghai: 350 square
meters of exhibition space, located in the
design district of the city. At the ribbon
cutting of the newborn showrooms, the
Colombini Group Ceo Emanuel Colombini, the marketing department and an
audience of over 150 guests, including
the Honorary Consul Francesco Variale.
This, in fact, is only the beginning of a
larger project, which sees in the near future, the opening of at least three stores
a year in China. The goal of Febal stores
is not only the opening of simple furniture stores, but wants to become a real
"kitchen workshop", a unique design
pieces, "cut to size and taste” of customers. ■

FEDERLEGNOARREDO
Concern about tax deductions in doors/windows segment
FederlegnoArredo is expressing concern about the matter of deductions for
working on doors and windows, which
may be redefined in the new Law Decree for development in question to the
Government at the risk of defeating the
applicability of the bonus for the energy redevelopment of the buildings.
FederlegnoArredo has been fighting for
long time in synergy with other associations to promote through the institutions the incentives for the windows
sector with effective measures for the
rehabilitation and energy efficiency of
buildings, able to support an important

productive sector of our economy
country, provide jobs and promote the
emergence of undeclared work.
Among the key points that FederlegnoArredo, together with other associations, asked the Government to confirm in the new DL Development,
there is first of all the ratification of the
law relevant to incentives for four
years (from 1 January 2012 to December 31, 2015) and the possibility
of recovery of the debt by the taxpayer
adjustable from 3 to 10 years. The
Federation is also worried about the
rate provided, that if it should fall be-

low the current 55 percent could
weaken the use of incentives.
Incentives so far have led to positive results and helped to revitalize the sector and the industry in this time of crisis and market instability, as a means
of confirming recovery strategy to regenerate the Italian real estate and reduce CO2 emissions.
FederlegnoArredo therefore hopes to be
able to resume dialogue with the Government to get easy and practical
measures able to relaunch with clear
and effective rules an important area for
the country's economy. ■
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NEWS

flash news
APPOINTMENTS Grass surprising change at the top management:
from November 15, 2011 Ronald
Weber will be the new executive
chairman. Temporarily assumes the
responsibility for the marketing and
sale by former manager Frank
Nessler that from November 14 will
leave the company of his own accord.

HOMAG ITALIA The new version
of Homag Italia website
(www.homag-italia.it) is online, meeting the new standards of Homag
Group. More complete and certainly
more user-friendly than previous versions, in this one the basic information have been included to start with
the new layout, but new information
and features will be implemented
soon.
MARKETS Log exportation from
New Zealand continues to rise at a
record pace, with almost one third of
the country’s timber harvest being
processed at sawmills in China. The
high demand for logs from overseas
has increased domestic sawlog
prices to their highest levels in 15
years, according to the Wood Resource Quarterly. Seattle, USA. Log
exports from New Zealand in 2011
are set to reach a new record high.
During the first eight months, total
shipments were 25 percent higher
than the same period last year (54
percent higher by value) and total exports for 2011 may reach as high as
13 million m3, which is more than a
doubling from just three years ago.

FAIRS
Holz-Handwerk 2012: sold out
The Holz-Handwerk 2012, the European
trade fair for machinery and production
technology, is fully booked. From 21 to
24 March 2012 at the Exhibition Centre
of Nüremberg visitors will once again see
on display a wide range of novelties especially for woodworking craftsmen.
On focus there will be innovations in the

industry and the performance of individual service. The large exhibition offer is made complete by an attractive
supporting program. Together with the
Holz-Handwerk exhibition will take place
"Fensterbau/Frontale" on windows and
facades. Even here the number of expected participants is very high. ■

FAIRS
Mtc Global WoodMart
Following a highly successful debut in
2010 in Kuala Lumpur, the Malaysian
Timber Council MTC Global WoodMart
(www.globalwoodmart.my) will once
again take centre-stage at the Kuala
Lumpur Convention Centre on 4-6 October 2012, providing a premier onestop selling, buying and networking
platform for local and international
timber suppliers and buyers. The successful inaugural event lived up to its
objective of being a one-stop selling,
buying and networking trade fair for
temperate, boreal and
tropical timber for
logs, sawn timber, plywood and panel products, wooden flooring, wooden decking,
doors and windows,
mouldings and furniture components, all under one roof.
Mgw 2010 attracted 108 exhibitors
from more than 20 countries including
Australia, Brazil, Canada, China,
France, Germany, India, New Zealand,
South Korea, the Uae, Uk and Usa.
Over 2,000 trade buyers from 50 countries attended, with sizeable representations from Japan, the Netherlands, China, India, Singapore, Thailand
and the Uae.
Buoyed by the success of the debut
show, Mtc has doubled the exhibition
space for Mgw 2012 to 2,000 square
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metres, to occupy two halls at the Klcc
Convention Centre, and has extended
the show duration from two to three
days. Timber-based organizations that
have confirmed their participation in
Mgw 2012 are the American Hardwood Export Council (www.ahec.com)
and FrenchTimber (www.frenchtimber.com), both of whom are also partner organizations for the show.
Media partners for Mgw 2012 are
Asian Timber (Malaysia), Panels &
Furniture Asia (Singapore), WoodNews
(India), Timber-Design
International (Australasia), Euwid (Germany) and Timber
Trades Journal (Uk).
A new feature of Mgw
2012 is the “Wood in
Art” section, specially
introduced for craftsmen to express
their creativity in timber in various finished forms. There will also be a “Best
presentation award” for the most creative exhibitor’s booth. Apart from facilitating business among local and
overseas suppliers, agents, distributors,
importers, manufacturers, wholesalers
and others in the supply chain, the Mgw
2012 also aims to promote and encourage the wider application and
use of timber from Malaysian and international sources.
www.mtc.com.my. ■

FAIRS
Interzum Moscow/Interkomplekt
Interzum moscow/Interkomplekt will
be taking place for the sixth time from
24 to 27 April 2012. Since 2004, April
the trade fair duo has firmly established
itself in the Russian and Eastern European furniture industry alongside the
furniture trade fair Euroexpofurniture
(Eem). Thanks to the support of a
well-networked organisational structure
in Russia, the Cis countries and
throughout Eastern Europe, interzum

FAIRS
Hardware trends in Cologne
moscow/Interkomplekt 2012 will be
significantly optimised for entering the
market in this region. In the coming
year, both trade fairs will be moving
from “Crocus Expo” to the “Vvc”, allRussian Exhibition Centre, where they
can seamlessly tie into the success of
past trade fairs.
In 2012 the international nature of exhibitors will play a significant role at interzum moscow. ■

FAIRS
Klimahouse 2012: "City Parcour”
Scheduled from January 26 to 29
Klimahouse 2012 (www.klimahouse.it),
the internationally renowned trade
fair for energy efficiency and sustainable building. News of the seventh
edition, "City Parcour", an initiative
aimed at the increasingly active involvement
of the city of Bolzano
and four of its most representative buildings
where events will be held, exhibitions,
guided tours, which will complement
a detailed program of events presented in exhibition halls.
A major trade show that showcases
over 400 exhibitors, carefully selected
by a jury composed of experts “Klima-

Haus” quality, but also an initiative open
to the territory and citizens interested
in issues related to energy saving.
In addition to numerous events expected in the Bolzano Exhibition Center, including the international conference "Building with intelligence" organized in
collaboration with the
KlimaHaus Agency, thirteen “Enertour”, the exhibition and conference Anit, workshops and seminars by “Sinergie Moderne” network, Klimahouse 2012 will actually propose an itinerary of exhibitions,
meetings, workshops hosted by the
South Tyrolean capital's most prestigious buildings. ■

FAIRS
Energy and mobility, winning combination
Almost 8 thousand visitors, 230 exhibitors, over 400 participants in the International Congress and seventy operators and professionals who took part
in the four “Enertours” to discover the
most innovative equipment manufactured
in the territory of South Tyrol. It closed with
these numbers, the fourth edition of Klimaenergy, the exhibition dedicated to

renewable energy for commercial and
public use held from September 22 to
24 organized by Fiera Bolzano and
combined this year for the first time with
Klimamobility, the fair for sustainable
mobility that leverages the synergies of
similar sectors to develop a proposal for
a structured and comprehensive intervention for energy savings. ■

From 4-7 March 2012 you have the
chance once again to really hammer
your message home at the “Internationale Eisenwarenmesse Köln”, the
leading global trade fair for the hardware industry. With an area of around
142,000 square meters, this is the
only place to discover the very latest innovations, discuss current trends with
leading figures, establish new contacts
and meet all the important decisionmakers from trade and industry. Over
2,700 exhibitors are expected coming
from 50 countries from the various
sectors of the hardware industry, the latest innovations and everything from
abrasives to wire strippers. More info
at www.eisenwarenmesse.com. ■

FAIRS
Dach+Holz" in Stuttgart

Photo credits: Dach + Holz.

From 31 January to 3 February 2012
will take place the biennial event "Dach
+ Holz International", the German
trade fair reference for carpenters and
roofers to be held this year in Stuttgart.
After more than 470 exhibitors and 43
thousand appearances of the 2010 edition in Cologne, this year about 48 thousand visitors are expected; on September last 495 exhibitors were
reached, with an increase of 5 percent.
An increase also due to the strong interest of operators in the two sectors to
the theme of eco-efficiency of buildings,
based on changes in legislation in
place in Germany and Europe. ■
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WOOD, MACHINES AND FURNITURE:
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITORS

observatory

In this article, we illustrate the export
figures of the main manufacturers
operating in the machinery-woodfurniture industry, referring to the
January-August 2011 period.
As relates to the market of woodworking machinery, exports are
growing strong. In detail, Germany

recorded a 23 percent increase
compared to 2010. Italian export
grew too, exceeding 750 millions
Euros in the first eight months of the
year.
The market of wood and semifinished materials (logs, sawn wood
and panels) recorded widespread

recovery with significant positive
variations in Austria and China.
The furniture industry instead,
showed different trends. China
stops slightly its run (+0.5 percent
over the previous year), while United States and Poland show the most
significant increases. ■

WOODWORKING MACHINERY EXPORT (January-August 2011), (figures in Mio Euro)
Exporters
Germany
Italy
China
Taiwan
Austria

2011
1,187.8
769.2
438.7
324.8
213.0

Var. % 11/10
22.9
25.2
14.5
-5.5
12.3

Intracen, codes Nc 846510, 846591, 846592, 846593, 846594, 846595, 846596, 846599, 846692,
84793.

WOOD EXPORT* (January-August 2011), (figures in Mio Euro)
Exporters
China
Germany
Canada
Usa
Austria

2011
5,256.9
4,522.6
4,388.3
3,844.8
2,645.7

Var. % 11/10
8.21
3.14
1.24
7.84
11.18

Source: Intracen, codes Nc 4401-21, 4501-04, 4601
* logs, sawnwood, panels.

WOOD FURNITURE EXPORT (January-August 2011), (figures in Mio Euro)
Exporters
China
Italy
Germany
Poland
Usa

2011
8,462.0
2,764.0
2,359.8
2,071.5
839.0

Var. % 11/10
0.5
3.6
4.0
10.7
3.6

Source: Intracen, codes Nc 940150, 940151, 940159, 940161, 940169, 940330, 940340, 940350,
940360, 940380, 940381, 940389
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FOCUS ON TURKEY
The most recent data by the local Institute of Statistics confirm for 2011
an impetuous growth of the Turkish
economy: in the first quarter of 2011
Gdp increased by 11 percent over
the same period of 2010. Many analysts believe that, however, remedials are necessary to avoid the effects of excessive “heating” of the
system.
Only ten years ago the country had
an unstable and backward economy,
and now it’s listed as the third emerging economy.
In 2010 its Gdp is the one which
grew most in the world, even in the
presence of some elements of structural weakness of the economic
system. From 1980 to 2000 the
growth, initially alternated to the crisis, then stabilized at constant increments, comparable with those of
China and India.
These results are due primarily to the
fact that the country opened its borders to foreign investment and to international trade, has modernized the
telecommunications networks and
road and began to invest in tourism
and infrastructures.
After the 2001 crisis, Turkey has received strong supports from the International Monetary Fund, and progressively got closer to economic liberalism; they have implemented a
new foreign policy, pursuing greater
integration into the global economy
and the extending its markets in the
Middle East and North Africa (Egypt,
Libya, Syria, Iraq), applying at the
same time to Europe, which is still the
first economic partner (the value of
exports towards the EU in May 2011
is 5.12 billion dollars). Among the first
two import-export partners are included Germany and Italy, followed
by the United Kingdom, Iraq and
France. The Gross Domestic Product
is constantly growing since 2002. ■

GENERAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS
2008
Value
Gdp (constant prices,
percent var.)
0.45
Gdp per capita (Us dollars) 10,474
Inflation (percent var.)
10.4
Export volume of goods
and services (percent var.)
6.7
Unemployment
(% over the labour force)
10.9
Population (million people)
69.7
Source: Imf (International monetary fund).

2009
% Var.

2010
% Var.

2011*
% Var.

2012*
% Var.

-4.8
8,710
6.2

8.9
10,309
8.6

6.6
10,576
6.0

2.2
10,988
6.8

-8.1

4.9

9.5

6.2

14.0
70.5

11.8
71.3

10.5
72.1

10.6
72.9

*estimate

MACHINERY IMPORT/EXPORT (Mio Euro)
Export
Import

2008
61.5
211.4

2009
39.9
77.0

2010
51.0
104.2

Var. % 10/09
27.8
35.3

2010
431.7
827.2

Var. % 10/09
18.2
57.8

Source: Intracen.

WOOD IMPORT/EXPORT (Mio Euro)
Export
Import

2008
362.7
787.9

2009
365.3
524.1

Source: Intracen.

WOODEN FURNITURE IMPORT/EXPORT (Mio Euro)
Export
Import

2008
335.6
192.5

2009
364.5
153.5

2010
468.9
175.1

Var. % 10/09
28.6
14.1

Source: Intracen.
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JANUARY
12-15 January
Heimtextil
International trade fair
for home and contract textiles
www.heimtextil.messefrankfurt.co
m/
• Frankfurt (Germany)
Furniture
14-17 January
Domotex
Trade fair for floor coverings
www.domotex.de
• Hannover (Germany)
Furniture
16-22 January
Imm Cologne
www.imm-cologne.com/
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
19-22 January
Doorfair
International fair for doors
www.doorfair.com
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Constructing and architecture
20-24 January
Maison & Objet
www.maison-objet.com
• Paris (France)
Furniture

20-24 January
Meuble Paris
www.maison-objet.com
• Paris (France)
Furniture
22-25 January
Interiors
www.interiorsbirmingham.com/
• Birmingham (Great Britain)
Furniture
25-28 January
Expo Mobiliario
www.mobiliario.com.mx
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Furniture
25-28 January
Expopromueble
www.promueble.com.mx
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies
26-29 January
Macef
Home & interior
international exhibition
www.macef.it
• Milan (Italy)
Furniture
26-29 January
Klimahouse
International fair on energy
efficient construction
www.klimahouse.it
• Bolzano (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
31 January-3 February
Dach+Holz
www.dach-holz.de
• Stuttgart (Germany)
Constructing and architecture
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FEBRUARY
6-9 February
Medex
www.expotim.com
• Tehran (Iran)
Woodworking technologies
6-9 February
Zow Bad Salzuflen
www.zow.de/en/
• Bad Salzuflen (Germany)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies
7-11 February
Stockholm furniture fair
www.stockholmfurniturefair.com
• Stockholm (Sweden)
Furniture
8-11 February
Expobois
www.expobois.fr
• Paris (France)
Woodworking technologies
9-12 February
Bauen+Wohnen
www.bauen-wohnen.co.at
• Salzburg (Austria)
Furniture
10-14 February
Indiawood
www.indiawood.com
• Bangalore (India)
Woodworking technologies
22-26 February
Progetto Fuoco
Exhibition for wood-fire heating
www.progettofuoco,com
• Verona (Italy)
Woodworking technologies

23-25 February
Fensterbau Frontale India
www.frontale-india.com
• Bangalore (India)
Constructing and architecture

MARCH
2-6 March
Fitecma
www.fitecma.com.ar
• Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Woodworking technologies
4-7 March
International hardware fair
Cologne
www.hardwarefair.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies
4-7 March
Practical World
International hardware fair
www.koelnmesse.it/practical-world/
• Cologne (Germany)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies

7-10 March
M&M
www.feria-mm.com
• Bogotà (Colombia)
Woodworking technologies

21-24 March
Fensterbau Frontale
www.frontale.de
• Nuremberg (Germany)
Constructing and architecture

9-12 March
International furniture fair
www.iffs.com.sg/
• Singapore (Malaysia)
Furniture

22-24 March
WoodEx for Africa
www.woodexforafrica.com
• Johannesburg (Africa)
Woodworking technologies

12-15 March
Wmf
Exhibition on woodworking
machinery and furniture equipment
www.woodworkfair.com/WMF12
• Beijing (China)
Woodworking technologies

22-25 March
Expo Edilizia
www.expo-edilizia.it
• Rome (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

12-15 March
Fam
Intl exhibition on furniture
accessories, materials
and wood products
www.woodworkfair.com
• Beijing (China)
Furniture

22-25 March
Wood Show
www.woodshowsyria.org
• Damasco (Syria)
Woodworking technologies
27-30 March
Interzum Guangzhou
www.interzum-guangzhou.com/
• Guangzhou (China)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies

16-18 March
Drewood
www.wigor-tagi.com
• Wroclaw (Poland)
Woodworking technologies
21-24 March
Holz-Handwerk
European exhibition
of handicraft wood machinery,
technology and supplies
www.holz-handwerk.de/
• Nuremberg (Germany)
Woodworking technologies

27-30 March
Drema
www.drema.pl
• Poznan (Poland)
Woodworking technologies
29 March-1 April
Medwood
www.medwood.gr
• Athens (Greece)
Woodworking technologies

You can find the updated list of exhibitions on www.xylon.it
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EUROPEAN PANELS
Furniture and interior decorations are driving the European demand
of panels, especially particleboard and mdf, but not all Eu countries
will get out of the crisis with the same speed. Market instability
and constant increase of production costs both have an impact.
Few, but clear, elements are characterizing the panel market in Europe: constructions are still burdened
by the crisis, so panels are the strong product for
furniture and interior decorations, with different
trends according to type (particleboard, mdf and
osb). Recovery is coming up in the Old Continent
with different speeds; the first in the ranking is and
will be Germany.
This is, in short, the picture drawn by the latest 20102011 annual report by Epf (the European federation of particleboard, mdf and osb manufacturers),
edited in collaboration with Cei-Bois (European confederation of wood industries), with the contribution
of all member countries and a comparison with Eurostat figures.
Something is moving, but it will take a while longer
before markets restore positive employment trends
as well; the situation is further aggravated by the
instability of markets like the Middle East and Northern Africa. The wood industry, especially panels,
is suffering also because it is crushed by the price
and energy exploitation of wood wastes and biomass. In 2010, the costs of resins (plus 15 percent),
energy (plus 10 percent), impregnated papers (plus
10 percent), wood (plus 8 percent), transport
(plus 5 percent) and salaries (plus 3 percent) have
increased.
As to energy, competition with panel manufacturers will be stronger and stronger in the next twenty years, with ratios that, from 57 percent for industrial applications and 43 percent for energy in
2010, will change to 49 versus 51 in 2020 and 46
versus 54 in 2030. Last October, this trend resulted into the first “Action Day” in Europe, with a shutdown by manufacturing companies.
Epf president Ladislaus Dory gave one message:
let's work all together, each Federation in its country and in coordination with Epf, to speak with one
voice and take part in decision-making processes
which, at the level of European economic and in30 XYLON INTERNATIONAL November-December 2011

dustrial policies, involve and affect the woodbased product and panel industry.

PARTICLEBOARD STRIKES EVEN
Plus 3.5 percent in 2010 for the European production of particleboard, slightly above 30 million
cubic meters, mostly driven by the furniture industry,
and prospects of substantial stabilization in 2011.
But the trend is not evenly distributed; the most affected countries are those burdened by anti-crisis
economic measures with a heavy impact on domestic demand.
Despite 0.8 percent shrinkage, Germany remains
the leader with over one-fifth of total production within the Eu-Efta area, although major shutdowns are
announced in 2011 for a few big factories. France
and Italy recorded plus 17.8 and plus 12.5 percent
respectively last year, with forecasts of 3.9 and 3
million cubic meters produced in 2011. Adding
Poland and the UK, these five countries account
for 60 percent of the entire European production in
2010.
In 2010, the import-export balance was positive: on
a European scale, import increased by 14 percent
up to 8.6 million cubic meters. Export grew by 8.5
percent (11 million cubic meters). Germany is also
leading the ranking of importers (plus 15 percent),
followed by Poland, Italy and France; Italy alone increased import by 90 percent. Import from outside
the Eu mainly come from the Efta region and countries like Switzerland, Ukraine and Norway, while a
6 percent increase is expected in 2011. Temporary
Eurostat figures highlight the 64 percent growth of
import from China in 2010, versus a reduced flow
from Switzerland (minus 20 percent) and Turkey (minus 19 percent).
With a total of 10.4 million cubic meters of panels,
export recorded strong growth for Finland (52.6 percent), Norway (27.3 percent), Baltic countries

Particleboard production (thousands of cubic meters)

Germany
Scandinavia
Eastern and Central Europe
Belgium, United Kingdom and Ireland
France
Italy
Iberian region and South-Eastern Europe
Total Epf
Eu-27

2009

2010

10/09

2011*

6,555
1,361
8,181
3,416
3,320
2,680
4,278
29,791
28,976

6,500
1,418
8,173
3,577
3,912
3,016
4,223
30,819
29,952

-0.8%
4.2%
-0.1%
4.7%
17.8%
12.5%
-1.3%
3.5%
3.4%

6,695
1,480
7,999
3,567
3,990
3,000
4,329
31,060
30,148

* forecasts
Source: Epf Annual Report 2010-2011

(Estonia 29.4 percent and Lithuania (26.1 percent),
France (29.6 percent) and the United Kingdom (66.3
percent); also Greece was positive (55.3 percent). Italy stopped at plus 5.6 percent. Also on the
export side, Germany is the first Eu country (1.9 million cubic meters), followed by Austria (1.9 million
cubic meters) and France (1.5 million).
97 percent of European particleboard is marketed
in the Eu region, with dropping sales in extra-European countries (minus 6 percent estimate for
2011), though with significant differences: export
is growing towards China (33 percent), Turkey (30
percent), Canada (26 percent) and Switzerland (22
percent), decreasing for Ukraine (minus 24 percent)
and the United States (minus 13 percent).
Apparent consumption fell by 4.4 percent (3.8 percent in real terms). Out of 28.5 million cubic meters
of apparent consumption, Italy recorded the
strongest growth (23 percent), mainly supported by
the furniture industry.
Norway recorded the biggest increase in real consumption (19.2 percent), for a total Epf amount of
28.4 million cubic meters. The biggest market is still
Germany, with real consumption in 2010 up to 6-3
million cubic meters (4.6 percent), followed by Italy
with 3.4 million (15.7 percent) and Poland with 3.1
million (minus 0.5 percent).
Total production capacity is decreasing (down by
978 thousand cubic meters in 2010), with forecasts
of further decrease also in 2011. 70 percent of European consumption is absorbed by furniture (it was
67 percent in 2009), 22 percent by doors and floors,
8 percent by other uses. 45 percent of production
consists of raw particleboard, while the remaining
55 percent is represented by melamine-faced
panels (87 percent) and fire-proof and moisture-resistant panels.

MDF, MORE PRODUCTION CAPACITY
In 2010, the European production of mdf panels
increased by 2.8 percent (11.5 million cubic meters, in 2007 the peak had been 13.3 million), not
including Turkey and Russia. Germany is the top
producer in the Eu (3.8 million cubic meters), followed by Poland, Spain, Italy and France, which account for 69 percent of total production in Europe.
After two years of shrinkage, also mdf consumption is back to growth (4.6 percent, 5.2 including
extra-Eu sales). Last year, total demand achieved
11.5 million cubic meters. Germany alone used 3.4
million cubic meters of panels (plus 3 percent over
2009), followed by the United Kingdom (1.2 million),
Italy (980 thousand), Poland (950 thousand) and
Spain (800 thousand). Booming demand in Poland
and the United Kingdom (plus 19 and plus 15 percent), with lower growth rates in Italy and Spain (9
and 4 percent), while the Netherlands (minus 29 percent) and Greece (minus 18 percent) collapsed.
The current trend will continue also in 2011 with the
rally of Ireland, while Eastern Europe in general, except Poland, will keep consumption low. On the
whole, consumption will amount to 11 million cubic meters approximately.
Positive sign for export: plus 16 percent in 2010,
with interesting growth rates in Russia and Turkey,
Near East, Africa, America and Oceania. Extra-Eu
sales increased by 21 percent from 2009. Looking
at Eurostat figures, European mdf panel export to
the Russian Federation and Turkey increased by 50
percent compared to 2009, followed by Australia,
the United States, Switzerland, Ukraine and China.
European production capacity is bound to increase, thanks to massive investments in Europe
for a 300 thousand cubic meter expansion that will
bring a 2 percent increase up to 15.5 million cubic
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Italy, panels wanted
In 2010, Italy recorded an increase of particleboard consumption by 15.7 percent (3-3 million cubic meters) and of import by
90 percent; to meet growing demand, production increased by
12.5 percent (3 million cubic meters) and export by 5.6 percent,
confirming Italy as the third European manufacturer with a share
close to 10 percent. 83 percent of Italian production was addressed
to industry and mainly consisted of melamine-faced panels, while
production costs, such as glue and transport, continued to rise.
As to mdf, Italian consumption recovered by 9 percent in 2010
(980 thousand cubic meters), while production capacity is stable (1.3 million cubic meters). In the mdf business, Italy mainly
manufactures raw panels with thickness beyond 9 millimeters for
the furniture industry; forecasts for 2011 predict 4 percent increase
in consumption, also in this case with some increase in costs related to production and logistics.

meters. Big operations also in Germany, where the
shutdown of factories with 300 thousand cubic meter capacity is compensated by new investments
for 210 thousand cubic meters.
46 percent of panels have a thickness above 9 millimeters, 36 percent between 5 and 9, the remaining
18 percent below 5 millimeters; 65 percent of production consists of raw panels, 23 percent are
melamine-faced, and 13 percent are finished with
other types of surfaces; fire-resistant and fire-retardant surface treatments are also increasing.
Kitchen and office furniture is still the main application field for European mdf panels, especially in
Italy and the Czech Republic. 35 percent of production below 5 millimeters is predominantly addressed to the production of laminate floorings in
France, Switzerland and Poland. The construction
industry, still affected by the crisis, only absorbed
6 percent of production, while another 7 percent was
addressed to molding operations and interior
decorations; the same share was used for diverse
applications including garden furniture, do-it-yourself, outdoor coatings and others.

OSB SLOWS DOWN
WITH CONSTRUCTIONS
The production of osb panels, concentrated in Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France, Germane,
Ireland, Latvia, Luxembourg, Poland, Romania
and the United Kingdom, in 2010 recovered 1.4 percent in production (3.6 million cubic meters). Ger32 XYLON INTERNATIONAL November-December 2011

PANELS IN EUROPE

Particleboard 60%

Mdf 23%
Sawn wood 5%
Osb 7%
Plywood 5%

many is still in the lead, followed by Poland. On the
consumption side, the trend is closely related to the
development of the construction market, which in
2010 was the destination of 55 percent of osb panel production.
Besides Eu and Efta countries (European Free
Trade Association), the destination areas for European osb panels include the Middle East (plus
32 percent in 2010), America and Africa. According
to Eurostat, in Russia and Ukraine export increased by 21 and 9 percent respectively in 2009,
just like in Switzerland with plus 13 percent. Export
decreased towards China (minus 35 percent),
Turkey (minus 30 percent) and the United States
(minus 3 percent). Production capacity remained
stable, waiting to see the impact of planned capacity expansion in Romania (plus 300 thousand
cubic meters) since 2012; we will also see whether
the final level will pass the 5 million cubic meter
threshold (from 4.9 to 5.2 million).
87 percent of European osb production in 2010 was
mainly used for load-bearing panels in wet conditions (osb/3); 6 percent of production is represented by osb/2 panels for load-bearing applications in dry conditions, while 5 percent consists of
heavy load-bearing panels for wet and dry conditions with high resistance performance. 2 percent
is related to special osb panels.
The most popular applications are underfloors,
roofs, walls and ceilings, as well as do-it-yourself
and packaging. ■

FAIRS

TURKEY FOCUSES ON QUALITY,
DURABILITY AND DESIGN
Turkey is growing and is quality-hungry, from technology
to finished product. The message comes from the exhibition and conference center
Buyukcekmece in Istanbul,
which - from 15 to 19 October
- hosted the 2011 editions of
“Wood Processing Machinery”, the 24th exhibition dedicated to woodworking machinery and technology, and
“Intermob”, the 14th international show of semifinished
materials, supplies and accessories for the furniture industry. The event organized
by company Tuyap had positive results, confirming the
constant growth trend of the
market and the exhibition in
the Euro-Asian region; this
territory is very similar to the
historical Ottoman empire,
extending from North Africa to
former Soviet Union countries in Central Asia (Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan
and Turkmenistan), exerting
strong influence on the Middle
East and the Persian Gulf, and
deep roots in the Balkan and
East European countries, up
to Russia. Following the expansion of the exhibition center (now 12 halls, plus a hotel
tower being completed),
which is growing in parallel

with the central role of Turkey
in the global wood and furniture market, the exhibition has
grown from 23 thousand
square meters in 2010 to
34,500 in 2011, with 741 operators from 23 countries and
53,847 visitor attendance, including 6,073 from abroad.
Both shows will be back in
2012 from 13 to 17, celebrating their 25th and 15th anniversary respectively; waiting
for the new dates, the Turkish
offer at the end of 2011 is characterized by the increasing
maturity of manufacturers, resellers and customers before
huge demand driven by the
current expansion of construction activities. Talking
about technology, the business activity of Italian and international woodworking machinery manufacturers goes
through distribution and customer service, with products
for complex panel operations
such as working centers, panel saws, edgebanding machines, drilling machines and
surface finishing equipment,
contributing to improve manufacturing performance with
flexibility and optimization of
raw material usage (among
others, we mention Makel,
Kadromac, N. Baylar Makine,

Altermak, Teknomak and Tekster, which are the local distributors of brands like Biesse,
Scm, Bacci, Alberti Vittorio,
Casadei Busellato, Uniteam,
Costa Levigatrici and others).
The second strategy is focused on complementary production. This is the approach
adopted by manufacturers
such as Fikmak, founded in
1970 and based in Sakarya
(first processing), which has
been cooperating for one
year with Italian Cursal (cutting
machines) to complement its
equipment with a production
process that can penetrate the
Turkish market and open up
potential developments in Europe. Manufacturers like Turanlar in Ankara, producing
panel processing systems
since 1964, and Üstünkarli in
Izmir (cutting and first processing), both expected at
next Xylexpo at Fiera Milano
Rho, are the cutting edges of
integrated production in
Turkey, for a market that includes 80 countries around
the world and 60 percent export share to Italy, Poland,
Germany, Romania, Hungary
and Russia, with good performance in the domestic
market. In the business of
supplies, Turkish consumers

are looking for a mixture of resistance, durability and high
visual quality. Partnership between local manufacturers
and big international brands
is one of the most popular approaches to increase competence and product offer,
from paints to glues, from
handles to hardware, up to
surfaces (major examples
can be found in veneers, with
local distribution agreements
between Kapsan in Düzce
for Alpi, and Interdekor in Istanbul for Tabu). The demand
of laminate and wood floors,
boards and veneers is also
going well, recording expansion not only in the market, but
also in the cultural approach
to the sustainability and protection of raw material wood.
Arin, with a production site in
Düzce for boards, veneers,
outdoor wood, shipbuilding
products, construction and
solid wood panels, purchases wood from certified African
forests. Sustainability and integrated supply-chain operations are also the guidelines of
Kastamonu, a group including
twelve brands, since 1969 a
key actor in the Turkish and international panel industry, with
ten factories in Turkey and the
Balkan region. “Green” constructions are also the focus of
Ahec (the association of American hardwood producers),
which announced a current
project for a new standard for
wood-based products and
decors. ■
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FIMMA AND MADERALIA 2011

Four days of strong commitment by organizers, the natural ending of a season they
worked hard to revitalize
Fimma and Maderalia, two
prestigious historical events
of the wood industry that
have been suffering a lot in
recent editions.
Also the latest show was not
really brilliant. It could not be
otherwise, as we have already written. We know what
the global economic situation is, and the industry situation is just as well known to us.
And if you add a Spanish
market in poor conditions...
We repeat it: organizers have
done their best to increase the
appeal of both shows. In the
months before the dates, they
organized press conferences,

visits, actions towards buyers
and market operators with an
interesting profile for exhibitors.
And there was some activity,
actually, but definitely not the
crowd we were used to see a
few years ago... And we are
afraid this problem will be
shared by other events...
But let’s not overdo with pessimism: Fimma 2011, the international exhibition of
woodworking technology and
tools, and Maderalia, dedicated to supplies for the
wood and furniture industry,
achieved the undisputable
result of showing everything
new and interesting you can
currently find on the market.
The official press release issued by organizers stresses
the satisfaction of those who
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were there. Maybe because
they expected less, maybe
because those who attended
were happy about others
being absent, the press release states that… “The results of this year's fair, as assessed by the professionals
from the sectors involved in
working with wood, are distinctly positive. Whilst the
opinions canvassed refer to
the inevitable repercussions
that the current economic
situation has had on manufacturing sectors in general,
all underscored that FimmaMaderalia is useful and the
right place to be if you are
looking for new ideas and
markets that can be a business’s way out of the crisis.
Fimma-Maderalia was thus a

breath of fresh air for exhibitors in that it yielded new
and prospective customers –
both Spanish and, above all,
from the international marketplace – keen to progress
their business by making use
of the latest technology and
the most novel products the
market has to offer”.
Maderalia seem to be much
livelier than Fimma: more
liveliness in supplies and
semifinished materials,
maybe because it’s easier to
buy materials to produce
few furniture requested by
the market, rather than investing in new equipment
and plants... So, an edition to
be judged with peace of
mind, confident that better
times are coming... ■

CONSTRUCTION

SUSTAINABILITY AND URBAN
RENOVATION FOR RECOVERY

The 2011 edition of Saie in Bologna.

Sustainable construction is
not enough, the recovery of
the existing assets is strategic for recovery in the construction industry. The message comes from Saie 2011,
the international exhibition of
the construction industry, organized in Bologna by
BolognaFiere, held this year
from 5 to 8 October concurrently with Made Expo in
Milan: 1,044 exhibitors covering 70 thousand square
meters on a total surface of
200 thousand. 85 thousand
visitors attended, including
almost 5 thousand from
abroad.
In an open head-to-head
with the Milan show, once
again Saie was attended by
the leading industry associations.
The agenda of the show – divided into nine issue-specific
squares – included a lecture
by the famous Catalan ar-

chitect Oriol Bohigas, the
international competition
“SaieSelection”, addressed
to under-40 students and
architects and dedicated to
“Innovate, integrate, build:
sustainable innovative solutions” (featuring 160 projects and 24 selected works),
three specialized shows
dedicated to “Cantiere&Produzione”, “Energia&Sostenibilità”, “Servizi per progettare e costruire” (all sharing the same issues of sustainability and eco-efficiency). “SaieOff”, promoted by
BolognaFiere-Saie, Province
of Bologna, Municipality of
Bologna, Ibc, Region Emilia
Romagna, Associations of
Architects and Engineers,
Urban Center Bologna and
Dapt University of Bologna,
brought the contents and
insights of Saie 2011 to different events and initiatives
in different locations in town.

For the third year in a row, the
construction show in Bologna
also featured the presentation
of the Saienergia Report, the
survey carried out by Cresme
on the Italian energy scenario, and specifically the
energy efficiency of existing
buildings and possible actions to reduce consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions. While on one side the
report highlights that, after
four years of decreasing consumption, in 2010 there was
a rally of total consumption
and a partial replacement of
oil products with natural gas
(combined with a growth of
internal energy production
from renewable sources,
mainly wind and photovoltaic), the key issue to solve is
the renovation of existing
buildings: last year, energy
consumption related to the
old age of buildings amounted to 48 million tep, up by 4.8,

3.5 and 2.4 percent in the
past three years.
However, based on hard figures, the renovation of existing buildings will be the driver of economic recovery in the
coming years, for the substitution of vertical transparent
closures (window frames and
glazing), vertical opaque closures (walls and insulation),
horizontal closures (roofs and
insulation) and climate systems (heating and cooling). In
the next 15 years, estimated
actions will amount to 26.7 to
34.9 million frames for vertical
transparent closures, 142 to
183 million square meter walls
for vertical opaque closures,
397 to 423 million square
meters for roof closures, and
161 to 200 million square
meters for flat closures, plus
8.5 to 10.4 million boilers for
heating.
Also the Onre Report (Italian
observatory for building regulations) was presented, promoted by Cresme and
Legambiente, which monitors
the implementation status of
eco-efficiency prescriptions.
According to the report, 837
municipalities have introduced energy-environmental
considerations in their construction regulations, 132
more than last year. Key parameters include heat insulation, sound proofing, orientation and shielding of
buildings. ■
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The third edition of the
international exhibition
of components, semifinished
materials and accessories
for the furniture industry
attracted 17,500 visitors
to Pordenone. While in Milan...

ONCE AGAIN AN EXCELLENT SICAM
“If we think that we had 18 thousand visitors last year
– said Carlo Giobbi, patron of the event – the result
of 2011 is amazing. Every day, you turn on the television or read a newspaper to find alarming news with
a heavy impact on consumption and production. However, in this climate of caution and widespread worries, our business event attracted the entire furniture
making community to Pordenone”.
Nothing else should be added. Once again, Sicam
has been positively embarrassing: in an exhibition scenario where satisfactions are few, the Pordenone halls
were filled up also this time. Well, there seemed to
be some exhibitors absent, and a few hundred visitors less, but Giobbi and his team have hit the tar-

get once again. Visitors from abroad have increased, with 27 percent of them coming from 89
countries, including Germany, Russia, Slovenia,
France, Spain, Great Britain, Poland and Austria in
sequence. “We had a remarkable flow of visitors from
remote countries – writes the final press release – with
excellent attendance from Brazil, China and South
Korea... a minor negative note comes from Northern
Africa and the Mediterranean region in general, as
the Arab Spring had an impact, except for visitors from
Tunisia”. Good results also from the United States.
If you consider that this was also an Interzum year,
you can only certify that Sicam has a clear, appreciated and recognized position. It has even withstood (and there were quite a few doubts...) the
competition of a Made section dedicated to furniture supplies and just a few days away, but we'll talk
about it later.
“I think one reason of Sicam’s success – said Carlo Giobbi – is the clear focus of our show. We want
to keep the event consistent, highly specialized, focused on the product categories that represent its
natural user target. We don’t want to go beyond our
mission, we don’t want to expand to other product
categories or families. We organize a furniture industry exhibition, nothing else. This clear position,
this consistency is appreciated by industry operators, who more and more often see "their" exhibition
as an aggregate of different worlds. We want to
keep doing our job, without surrendering to temptation or imagining different scenarios. And in an
economic season like the current one, this is
what the market needs, an appreciated and necessary practical approach”.
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What else? It worked so well that – as far as we know
– during the exhibition some companies have already registered for the next edition, to be held from
17 to 20 October.

Exhibitors

AND IF MILAN…
We all know, as we mentioned a few lines before,
that Made (a wonderful show for the construction
industry) surrendered to the temptation of filling up
a few more square meters with semifinished materials for furniture. Last mid-September it was announced that the 2012 event will be held concurrently with Sicam, so it’s a sort of head-to-head fight
between Giobbi’s event and “Components & Contract”, the exhibition of components, accessories,
materials and technology for design, contract
and interior decorations within Made.
This decision is hard to understand and we asked
for explanations, but there were no response from
the Milan side. Answers have now come, one and
a half month later, in a press release by Assopannelli (you can read it at http://www.xylon.it/xylon.asp?ID=1630) just as we were ready to print this
Xylon issue, so we decided to re-write these
pages.
Let’s quote: “Assopannelli met in General Meeting to study, in collaboration with the Federation,
a trade show industry planning project for construction and wood components sector representing a valid promotional tool for companies of
the industry because of the difficult economic situation that the world economy is going through.
Assopannelli identifies Made expo and Sicam as
representative for semi-finished products and panels industry. Different for target audience − Sicam
turns to the world of furniture, Made expo to the
building one – and for market strategies and organizational arrangements, the two exhibitions are
necessary moments that are vital for companies.
For this, Assopannelli, in synergy with FederlegnoArredo, is working to promote a larger project
avoiding dates overlap and having as a goal the
common growth of the sector”.
In 2012 it was inevitable to be in the same dates
(Fiera Milano had no other availability), but from
2013 that calendar shall “… take into account the
promotional needs of the industry represented”.
Let's close with Assopannelli President Paolo Fantoni’s words, which seem to us the best conclusion for 2011 Sicam: “Assopannelli is relying on
two reference exhibitions, with different organi-

Italians
Foreigners

Visitors

Italians
Foreigners

Origins of foreign visitors

Europe
Asia
America
Africa
Oceania

zation, markets, internationalization strategies,
working with a complementary approach. We want
to provide the companies we represent with effective tools to face the market competitively. Our
goal is not only to promote an exhibition calendar
that takes into account such visibility needs, but
also to support a real supply chain strategy to relaunch our industry”.
Maybe we are exaggerating, but it sounds like a significant recognition, although one doubt still remains:
sure, it is important to coordinate calendars, but
keeping the “competition” between Sicam and
“Components & Contract” open? We'll wait for
someone to explain. (l.r.) ■
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THE INTERNATIONAL VOCATION
REWARDS MADE EXPO

The strong increase of visitors at the Milan show dedicated to design,
especially from abroad, confirms the key role of globalization
to relaunch the Italian construction industry and supply chain.
With 4.7 percent more attendance (plus 34 percent
for foreign visitors only) and 1,950 exhibitors on 96
thousand square meter surface, Made Expo 2011
– held in October at the Milan Rho expo center, organized by Made Eventi, FederlegnoArredo and Uncsaal in partnership with Federcostruzioni – closed another successful edition. Made confirmed its role of
reference event for the entire construction industry,
in competition with the Bologna-based show Saie,
which was held concurrently with the exhibition in Milan. A situation of fierce competition that forced exhibitors to make a decision about their place in the
Italian and international exhibition scenario.
The number and origin of visitors follow the general trends of the construction market and made-in-Italy
The installation
“Rinascimento”
by Marco Piva
at the exhibition
“Social Home
Design-Abitare
il futuro”.
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products, with a stagnating domestic market against
a lively international situation. Construction industry
companies will focus on the international market in
the coming years, waiting for tangible recovery also
in Italy. Out of 253,533 visitors, foreigners were 31,05,
with strong flows especially from extra-Eu countries:
plus 58 percent from Americas, plus 14 percent from
Asia, plus 19 percent from Africa; European attendance was substantially stable, while also Russian
visitors increased. Internationalization was a distinctive feature of Made Expo 2011 from the very beginning, with the participation of several foreign delegations (including Albania, Algeria, Saudi Arabia,
Azerbaijan, Brazil, Denmark, United Arab Emirates,
Estonia, Jordan, Iraq, Israel, Kazakhstan, Kuwait,
Latvia, Lebanon, Oman, Morocco, Balkan countries,
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Russia, Syria, Spain,
United States, Hungary, Ukraine).
The mission of Made Expo is more and more to be
a huge container that offers different information and
presentation routes, within a kaleidoscopic vision that
turns around the Project with a capital P. Over 240
events animated the four exhibition days. The
States-General of constructions, the annual meeting of the associations and federations of industry

(concept and installations dedicated to residential and
non-residential houses with low costs and high-quality architecture), to the presentation of the results of
the “Instanthouse” contest (open to students and fresh
graduates from Italian and international universities
of architecture, engineering, and industrial design,
requested to design collective low-cost structures for
Expo 2015 areas), from the exhibition of “Housing
Contest” projects (a review of low-cost high-performance residential projects promoted by Assimpredil-Ance, FederlegnoArredo, In/Arch Lombardia, Milan Architects Association and City Council of
Milan), staged at the Triennale in Milan concurrently with the exhibition, up to the exposition of projects
and creations by Edoardo Gellner, one of the first architects in Italy to propose a housing contract philosophy and model.
manufacturers and professionals, were followed by
the presentation of two major economic reports dedicated to the construction industry: “Rapporto 2011”
about the construction system in Italy, and the first “Report about innovation in the construction industry”,
edited by Federcostruzioni with the support of Made
Expo (see detailed article in this issue on page 00).

SOCIAL HOUSING AND WOOD:
WINNING COMBINATION
While the 2010 show revolved around wood constructions, whose performance and technical features
had clearly emerged in the post-earthquake reconstruction at L’Aquila, this year Made Expo expanded its action range to more areas, from constructions,
where wood still proved to be able to withstand the
difficult period enduring in the construction market,
to forestry. Besides the initiatives by Assolegno (increasingly aimed at establishing a direct link from
forests to final wood applications in constructions, from
wood species knowledge to sustainable management) and by EdilegnoArredo (dedicated to wooden windows and interior decorations), specific
events like “Historical villages and town centers” and
“AAA-Agricoltura, Alimentazione Architettura”, and
the cross-industry program of the Construction
Techniques Forum, great attention was drawn by the
emerging business of social housing. The social housing planet was illustrated with different levels of indepth analysis, from the “Social Home DesignAbitare il futuro” special show, organized by My Exhibition in collaboration with FederlegnoArredo and
Made Expo, sponsored by the City Council of Milan

The installation
“La Casa degli
sguardi”
(The house
of gazes)
by Luca Scacchetti
at the exhibition
“Social Home
Design-Abitare
il futuro”.
The project
“Rural fencing”
by Fabio Fiscaletti
(Bologna
University),
winner of the
“InstantHouse”
contest.

THE BATTLE
OF SEMIFINISHED MATERIALS
To sow the seeds for the future of the Milan show, a
key role is played by the new focus on semifinished
materials, with the new dedicated exhibition “Components & Contract” dedicated to components, materials, technology and machinery for design, contract and interior decorations; the intention (not casual) is to revive what Sasmil, the international exhibition of accessories and semifinished materials for
the furniture industry, represented for industry operators in the past. It is simply obvious to think that the
decision to schedule the 2012 show exactly in the
same dates as Sicam is not casual; this suggests that
the race of Made Expo to the leadership as the main
showcase of and about Italy, also in direct competition with historical events, is not over, yet. We had
anticipated this in September, half jokingly and half
seriously: from 17 to 20 October 2012, the Milan show
number five will be held concurrently with Sicam, the
exhibition of components and semifinished materials for the furniture industry organized in Pordenone.
We cannot say that this progressive centralization
of different sectors, traditionally related to highly specialized districts and rooted in specific territories, now
concentrated in one big container, is a winning strategy for the country-system. To be honest, we have
a different idea. And recent facts – including Assopannelli’s official declaration that both exhibitions, Sicam and Made, are strategic for their respective industries, constructions and furniture – seem
to prove us right. But for these considerations, we refer you to the article on page 30. (o.r.) ■
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CONSTRUCTIONS IN ITALY
The construction industry exhibition in Milan has highlighted
market trend (critical) figures and research and innovation projects
to revitalize the post-crisis circuit soon.
A huge flow of figures illustrating the up-and-down
trend (more down than up, to tell it all) of the construction industry. The flow comes from the latest
Made Expo at Fiera Milano Rho, which hosted the
states general of the construction industry and the
presentation of two reports. First, the “Report on
the construction system in Italy”, a detailed economic analysis on the construction supply chain,
facing the tough challenge of drawing an updated picture of the market, between crisis and still
occasional signs of recovery. Second, the “Report
on innovation status” illustrated the efforts companies are making to improve Italy’s chances to
overcome the current troubles. In between, the demand for strong and consistent legislation to
support industry recovery.

THREE PROPOSALS FOR RELAUNCH
The States General of the construction industry, the event that gathers business owners, trade
unions, handicraft business associations, cooperative associations, producers and professionals
of the construction industry, was the umpteenth opportunity for industry representatives to send out
an alarm to the Government and institutions about
the risks of the economic standstill that has been
choking the industry in the past few years, submitting three proposals to relaunch the country’s
economy. The first one is an agreement with local
and regional administrators (respectively represented by Anci, the association of Italian municipalities, and the Conference of Regions), based on
urban renovation, growth and quality of work and
enterprise.
The first proposal suggests a system-oriented
approach to urban transformation and renovation
in view of sustainability, with a medium-long term
action to stimulate investments, company selection,
purchase capacity support to weak actors, and the
growth of a non-speculative renting market.
The second concerns new investments in public
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works, allowing to relaunch employment also
through a process of improving efficiency, regularity
and transparency of public bids, liberalizations, and
most of all a systematic method to measure public expenditure in order to release resources.
This will start from the financial resources already
allotted to the plan of priority works, 3.4 billion Euros for small-medium works and 7.4 billion Euros
for the Southern Italy plan, resulting from the
rescheduling of Fas funds addressed to small, medium and big works on a regional, cross-regional and
national scale.
The third point is the support to enterprise productivity through actions on their structure, growth
and capitalization, adequate legal and fiscal measures, qualification, labor cost reduction, fight
against temporary, irregular and illegal employment,
quality of work and professional education.

BUILDING RENOVATION
AND EXPORT IN POLE POSITION
The figures of the second “Report on the contruction system in Italy” by Federcostruzioni
with the contribution of all industry federations and
associations, and the support of Made Expo, certificate the suffering status of the entire construction supply chain in Italy. In 2010, market trends were
still recessive, with further 1.9 percent drop in production in real terms, following and adding to the
11.9 percent reduction in 2009 and 2.8 percent drop
in 2008, for a total 16 percent shrinkage in three
years. With a -6.4 percent result for the construction industry, the heaviest reductions by more than
5 percent affected earthworks machinery and the
concrete/cement supply chain, while other sectors
recorded different trends or slightly positive signals.
No improvements are expected in the short term.
According to Federcostruzioni, 2011 will record further production shrinkage by 1.8 percent in real
terms compared to 2010, bringing the total reduction
in four years to -17.5 percent.

Timid signs of liveliness mainly come from export,
especially mechanical equipment and technology
for constructions, wood-furniture, tiles and sanitary fittings.
Recovery opportunities are tightly related to the evolution of the construction market, between new constructions (mostly residential) and maintenance of
the existing buildings.
Dropping investments also due to the internal stability law, delayed payments to companies from the
public administration, and the credit crunch are
among the factors that are most slowing down the
industry; in the 2008-2012 period, this will result into
a total reduction of invested resources in constructions by 22.3 percent in real terms, with production volumes back to 1994. Within the same time
frame, new houses will lose 38.9 percent in investment, compared to 22.2 percent in private nonresidential constructions; in the same five-year period, the renovation of existing buildings is holding
on at +0.9 percent, supported by 36 percent fiscal subsidies to renovation works.
In the residential segment, the quick survey by Ance
among their member companies indicates that
housing investments will decrease by 2 percent in
real terms, the construction of new houses will decrease by 5.9 percent in quantity, while +0.5 percent increase is expected in building renovation.

A similar trend in 2012, with -5.3 percent resources invested in new houses in real terms and
0.5 percent increase of investments in renovation.
Lights and shadows for the trend and outlook of
wood as well. The wood-furniture industry related
to constructions had a total turnover of 26.4 billion
Euros in 2010, including 7 in direct production for
the construction cycle and 19 in furniture. Timid
signs of recovery in production, which recorded
1+1.2 percent in real terms after 16.5 percent shrinkage in 2009, with a significant rally of export compared to the domestic market, which is also expected to grow slightly. Such trend will continue in
2011 and 2012, achieving production growth by
+0.6 percent and +1.1 percent respectively.
The construction of high-quality buildings at affordable costs, supported by energy certification,
will reward the construction market also according
to Cresme, which published the study “Building
quality in Italy. Definitions, perceptions and advantages”, promoted by Federcostruzioni.
The answers collected from a panel of 800 families
show potentially significant demand of quality
buildings, not only in terms of visual impact and living quality, but also safety and resistance to external
events; the focus is on structural strength, safety
and protection systems (24.3 percent of respon-

Industry figures (*)
Final

Production value (in current million Euros)
including:
for export
for domestic market
including:
for products and/or services for
new constructions
for products and/or services for
maintenance and/or renovation
Production % var. in real terms
No. of employees
No. of companies

2008

2009

2010

30,942

26,027

26,358

11,586
19,356

8,886
17,141

9,363
16,955

11,830

10,392

10,358

7,526
-5.6%
321,734
65,415

6,749
-16.5%
313,106
63,887

6,457
1.2%
307,115
63,837

* not including wood-furniture industry segments not directly or indirectly related to constructions
Source: Federcostruzioni, Report 2011-The construction system in Italy.
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CONSTRUCTIONS

2011

2012

and spend more on a smaller house with higher
quality (68.7 percent). Energy certification is a
synonym for quality according to 80 percent of the
sample.

0.6%

1.1%

CONTINUING INNOVATION

3.9%
-1.3%
n.a.

3.1%
0.0%
n.a.

Forecast
Total production value in real terms
(%var. in quantity or volumes)
including:
for export
for domestic market
No. of employees

Source: Federcostruzioni, Report 2011-The construction system in Italy.

dents). Beauty comes last (2 percent), after assurance (5.7 percent) and excellence (4 percent).
The magic word is: low cost, from construction to
operation, but not to the detriment of quality, while
also purchasing price is becoming a secondary
factor compared to lifetime and operating/maintenance costs.
So, the leitmotiv is buy less but better (79.9 percent)

DESTINATION OF PRODUCTION. YEAR 2010
New constructions and maintenance/renovation
Maintenance
and renovation
38%

New constructions
62%

Domestic and foreign market

Abroad
36%

Italy
64%

Source: Federcostruzioni, Report 2011-The construction system in Italy.
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The first report on the status of innovation in the construction industry (“Report of the state of innovations in constructions”), edited by Federcostruzioni in collaboration with Made Expo, illustrates the past and present efforts of different sectors to develop technical as well as economical solutions to support the recovery of constructions, betting on product quality and final added value. With
an average investment in research of 10 billion Euros in the past three years, innovation is based on
four keywords: safety, sustainability, accessibility
and usability. The priorities are: have a clear, reliable and uniform legal framework; deploy simplified procedures to support energy efficiency investments and actions; introduce rewarding mechanisms for the adoption of innovative and sustainable solutions and products; execute strict and
transparent control on the market; offer incentives
for the use of innovative construction and design
concepts; focus on tax incentives to support the energy renovation of buildings (55% bonus currently subject to discussion to be maintained by the government); reduction of Vat for all operations aimed
at improving energy efficiency performance. Finally,
buyers should be allowed to deduct extra construction costs in case they buy buildings with energy performance above maximum legal requirements. More generally, Federcostruzioni also aims
at promoting a political-cultural discussion to challenge a still widespread attitude in favor of "conventional construction", and a new dialog with political institutions.
As relates to wood, the core material for low-cost,
high-quality social housing and multi-story building with high prefabrication levels, FederlegnoArredo is developing several innovative projects
to “educate” business owners and designers to the
correct and innovative use of wood. For social
housing, online catalogs are being considered, with
different variants (general and measure-made,
i.e. with more customization options); starting
from the experience of the “Housing Contest” bid,
these catalogs emerge as guiding tools for turnkey
production of low-cost quality houses according to
the typical rules of contract. ■
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EVENTS

“TECHNOLOGY DAYS” & “SCM DAYS”,
AN INTENSIVE OCTOBER FOR SCM GROUP
The world of edgebanding and panels was
in Thiene, the “configured” machines were
in Rimini. Two events have given an update
on the latest offers by the Italian group.

Double dates in October with Scm Group open
house events. The first sessions was from 12 to
15 October in Thiene (Vicenza), in the group’s
edgebanding unit, with Technology Days “Edgebanding & More”.
Under the spotlights, no need to say, there were
edgebanding and squaring-edging. The "second
half" was played in Rimini on 21 and 22 October,
with “ScmDays”, two days dedicated to “configured” machines sold through a network of selected
and highly trained resellers.
Two days rich of practical tests and demos of new
solutions, among these, the spindle molder “Ti155
Ep Class” (for profiling, sanding, head-milling on
windows with glass stop recycling); the tenoning
machine “Ten 220 Class” for male-female tenoning of window joints; the disk saw “6500”, with
“wireless” controls to cut angular elements with
ledges on “full support” frames; the "Sigma Impact"
panel saw (with optimized cutting pattern and postformed bar cutting); the "Olimpic" edgebanders;
the "Tech" working centers for furniture elements;
"Pratix Z2” for nesting; and the “Sandya” sanding
machines.
We focused our attention on the “industrial” event
in Thiene, where we saw edgebanding and squaring-edging machines in operation, together with all
“champions” – working centers first – of the solutions the group offers to companies of certain dimensions or with significant production volumes.

Some snapshots from “Technology Days” .
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“One Touch” by Stefani.

“Here in Thiene – says Raphael Prati, marketing
and communication manager of the group – we address industrial customers looking for high-level solutions, showing them what we can do”.
The flagship of the event in Vicenza was certainly
the single-sided edgebanding machine “One
touch”, “…both for the number and for the level of
adopted technological solutions”, as they proudly stated at Stefani. This machine was created from
a clear challenge: defining a technology based on
a number of innovations and tools that enable anyone, including those with no experience, to edge
a panel. The core of the system is an interface software for the machine (“Win Edge Touch”) that does
the job for the operator. The operator simply has to
make a few choices through icons and easy-to-read
drawings, such as panel type, color, edge to be applied, glue… A guided process to build the final
product that is ultimately displayed on the screen.
A few more clicks and the software sends all necessary instructions for the edgebanding process
to the machine. So, just one touch (that’s the origin of the name) and you’re done.
Notice that this machine always works with “closed
booth”: everything is managed from the control panel, with no need for direct operations on the machine
or individual elements or groups.
Another plus of “One Touch” is the gluing unit, traditionally the hardest part to handle in an edgebanding machine. At Stefani, they found a highly

convenient and efficient solution. The glue reservoir is outside the unit and glue feed and change
are carried out automatically and in few seconds,
thanks to the new unit “Easy Glue Industry”. In five
minutes, you change glue, clean up the unit and
are ready to start again.
Not only: the monitor displays the countdown of this
operation, so you know how much time is left to dedicate to other operations, until its time to go back
to the machine.
The third key strength is the work done on tools,
starting from the edge finishing units, equipped with
a new concept of cutters that allow to change tools
in "zero time".
With the “Multiedge” system, you can modify the
unit that operates on the panel edge, and have the
following panel finished in a totally different way. The
time between the arrival of two panels at the operating unit is enough to get everything ready, obviously with just one click on the control panel of
“One touch”. “We previewed this idea one year ago
– they said at Stefani – and, in recent times, this “inspired” also other competitors”.
Another significant development on tools was carried out in collaboration with the German supplier Leuco: the grinding unit of “One touch” was equipped
with aerodynamic tools, i.e. tools provided with a sort
of spoiler before the cutting edge. In this way, air does
not hit the cutting edge directly, but it is deflected
to achieve lower sound pressure, which means a 4
decibel, or 20 percent, noise reduction.
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“PU BOX” COMING UP IN SHORT TIME
In Thiene, we collected early information we find interesting for
our readers, namely the introduction of “Pu Box”, a new pre-melting unit for polyurethane glue.
“It’s an aggregate we are introducing officially at the beginning
of 2012, another jewel that will add to the rich equipment of “One
Touch” and that will be highly appreciated by all customers that
prefer polyurethane glue”, said the product manager, Johnny De
Leonardis.
The first new feature is that it is a piece of equipment “Stefani
Patent”. Normally, pre-melting units are purchased from external suppliers: the manufacturer selects the most suitable and/or
performing and mounts it onto his machine. As a consequence,
in case of need, you have to contact the service of the pre-melting unit supplier, with response times that are often "inadequate".
“We wondered how we could provide our customers with better
service also in this area”, added De Leonardis. “Finally, we decided that the ideal solution was to be one-stop suppliers, so we
had to build our own pre-melting units. We developed it and Stefani will be able to offer after-sales service also for this key aggregate. But let me add that we designed it to be a “zero maintenance” product, with minimum cleaning after many working shifts
that today must be made more often. We have also cut energy
consumption dramatically, acting on operating pressure rather than
temperature”.

“There is another plus we have integrated in
“One Touch”, explained Johnny De Leonardis,
product manager at Stefani. “I am referring to a few
solutions that are normally found on high-end machines and that enable the operator to load panels with different dimensions and thickness in sequence, knowing that the machine will adapt in real
time to the job to be executed”.
“This is completed by a fifth factor – added De
Leonardis – namely a number of elements the significantly contribute to the reduction of total costs of
operation. We might describe our “Eco Power Pack”
as a kit that includes everything that can give a substantial contribution to the transition towards “greener” technology, applications that are found in our
edgebanding machine as well as in working centers, and progressively in all our product families”.
They range from automatic stand-by (if no panels
are being fed, the machine stops temporarily) to action that lower the glue temperature to a “standby”
level or close the suction gates of aggregates that
are not used during the current cycle. This is a sig46 XYLON INTERNATIONAL November-December 2011

nificant benefit, because inverter-driven suction
plants can also be regulated by adjusting the speed
of fans, adapting energy consumption to actual suction requirements.
The “margin” to be left at the edge head and tail
is also significant: with less performing solutions,
you needed an edge with up to 15 millimeter additional material at both ends, while now two are
enough to achieve the same result.
To keep the situation constantly under control – and
be able to act on the parameters that help maximize saving – the control panel displays consumption in terms of energy, air, edges…

“We can say that “One Touch” – added Prati – represents the state of the art in edgebanding for the
“industrial” domain: we have integrated a number
of innovations that guarantee top performance and
great ease of operation. And we are talking about
solutions available also on other models, principles
that will turn the entire Stefani range into a market
reference. We have registered many patents to protect our innovations and we have already obtained
much satisfaction. at the latest Iwf in Atlanta, for instance, our “One Touch” won the Sequoia Award,
an acknowledgment of our commitment to research
and innovation. But the most important recognition
is the attention dedicated by many of our “advanced” customers to this machine...”.
In Thiene we saw another single-sided edgebander in operation, “Solution” by Stefani, equipped
with the new gluing unit “Panel Suite”, another
brand new product that can handle up to three different gluing systems on the same machine: innovative “optical edgebanding”, the traditional
glues edgebanding and the patented “Slim line”
system, offering very interesting visual results, as
the panel side is finished and glue is applied directly
before attaching the edge. Changeover between
gluing systems takes few minutes, so that you really have three machines, three processes in one,
all controlled by software, that handles all aggregate positioning.

“But we went beyond”, added De Leonardis. “We
are developing the concept that has enabled us
to apply a very thin glue bead with perfect geometry, developing the new “Slim Line K” technology, conceived and developed to achieve excellent
finishing results also on entry-level machines”.
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Briefly stated, we can say this is a system that
makes the panel side smoother, so that the glue
roller applies a thinner layer, while ensuring the same
gripping quality. “With a limited investment –
added De Leonardis – this solution delivers excellent results even with less expensive machines
and standard edges”.

ENERGY, PERSPECTIVES...
“With this double open house – said Raphael Prati
– we told the market we can be not only all-round
solution suppliers for any kind of product, but also
technology partners that invest on innovation, that
can make real innovation, resulting into tangible
benefits”.
This statement also applies to energy saving.
“Everything we do – continued Prati – is aimed at providing a competitive edge to those who select us.
The same is true for all aspects of our work that can
be listed under the “green” label, a strong commitment for our group, that will soon developed into
new significant stages. But, we want to make it clear,
our goal is to help save energy, raw materials and
secondary materials, because this means more money in the pocket for our customers. Today, too many
people “play the environmentalist”; we are happy and
proud that the features we integrate in our machines
translate into a more sustainable relationship with the
environment, but our mission is to enable our customers to produce better and at lower costs”.
“In these open house events, we launched very accurate messages, showing the results we have been
able to achieve in terms of innovation”, added Prati.
“And this is another result of the industrial plan that
has enabled us to reorganize all our processes. We
reacted to the crisis by completely redesigning our
group structure, creating new meeting and discussion opportunities with our partners, with distributors, with big customers. We have been and
still are working intensively on the optimization of
our product ranges and single machines, focusing
on modularity, higher process industrialization, rationalization and a more effective – and much more
affordable – offer of machines that, until a few months
ago, were special tailor-made solutions.
Now we are ready – from an industrial, sales and
product standpoint – to operate in different markets, answering to the operators of the many industries we are involved in, not only wood, but also
glass, plastics, composites...”.

A rendering of the “Panel Suite” aggregate
in configurations for different glues.

by Luca Rossetti ■
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BIESSEINSIDE, NUMBER NINE…
The new factory in China, Viet's acquisition and the collaboration with Cefla,
commitment to innovation, and future markets: plenty of topics
at the open house event in Pesaro, where we met Pierpaolo Colombo,
Sales & Marketing Director of the Wood Division...
Positive results for the ninth “BiesseInside”, held last
October 13 to 15. Over 1,500 visitors from Italy and
abroad filled up the three thousand square meters
of the Tech Centre, once again rearranged to enable visitors to see not just machines, but complete
processes.
Biesse has been stressing its role of “global solution partner”, as its management loves to repeat on
each occasion, and the event was a confirmation
of this. Also thanks to Viet’s acquisition, for the first
time involved in an open house, and the expansion
to finishing and painting.

NEWS
Let’s focus immediately on some new noteworthy
solutions, starting from the global preview of “Rover
A Edge”, a solution that brings the edgebanding
technology of “Rover A” working centers to more affordable machines. It’s a very effective method to
48 XYLON INTERNATIONAL November-December 2011

cut and edge shaped parts with a machine that
boasts an excellent price/performance ratio. It is interesting to underline the high versatility of this machine which, equipped with aggregates that can be
added progressively, can cut, contour and edge, but
it can also execute operations on solid wood
parts, doors, windows and stairs, without forgetting
engraving operations with high finishing quality. This
machine can perform all typical operations of routing tables, including nesting and folding.
At BiesseInside, we saw “Akron 1300” in action,
which expands Biesse’s entry-level range of automatic
single-side edgebanders and offers interesting configurations, including chain-driven feed or quick glue
tank release for changeover and maintenance.
“Stream Mds” is a standard edgebanding machine
equipped with a squaring module “Mds” to cut panels to their final dimensions.
The exhibition also included vertical boring ma-
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chines “Eko 902” and “Skipper V31” and the new
panel saw “Wn series 7” equipped with patented
system “Twin Pusher”.
The greatest attention was dedicated, in our opinion, to the debut of Viet sanding, thicknessing and
brushing machines within Biesse.
Solutions included: the entry level but very versatile
model “S219”; the “S3” version with crosswise configuration, roller, superfinishing unit and crosswise
roller, to machine veneered and painted surfaces
even with glossy finish; and “S4”, a real “finishing center” for automatic high-productivity lines, designed
for all types of operations on painted panels; this was
installed in the Cefla showroom in Imola, witnessing
to a collaboration we talked about with Colombo.

from the recent acquisition of a production site in
China, “… which adds to our current activity in Europe and India”, said Colombo. “Today, China is the
market by excellence and, with our factory, we want
to have a base there to seize all opportunities that
market offers, which are much bigger and wider
than we could address with a sales subsidiary.
To be successful, you have to know the specific requirements of each market, therefore it is necessary to pursue a “local for local” logic within a global strategy.
In the Guandhong province in Southern China, we
will manufacture specific machines for that region,
adding this new range to what we have done so far
in Europe and in India since 2008”.

Some snapshots
from the latest
“BiesseInside”.

PIERPAOLO COLOMBO

India, China.. Difficult countries, where the greatPierpaolo Colombo came back to Biesse – after est difficulty, I guess, is to build a supply chain, a
five years at Group Technogym – last May, taking real "system"...
up the role of sales & marketing director of the wood “We are creating an articulated supply chain, just
like we did in India. The effectivedivision. He had already been
ness of the supply chain is a factor
working here from 1996 to 2005,
to be considered with utmost atcovering the positions of area
tention if you want to be competitive,
manager of the Usa and UK
branch office, and then managing
and we are prepared for this. I think
the Chinese factory is a positive sigdirector for Australia and New
nal: there are markets, there are
Zealand.
business opportunities, you have to
He was the host of the event and
go out and look for them if you want
focused on specific topics, stratePierpaolo Colombo.
to win the challenge”.
gies, choices, events. We started
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The working center with edging head
“Rover A Edge”.

“Made in
Italy” has changed, it
is changing, it will have to change
even more. Sales are no longer enough, we have
to think about production...
“Let me be clear. If you manufacture abroad, you
don’t lose your identity, your values, the peculiarities that have supported the growth of a company. Delocalization does not eliminate all of this, on
the contrary, it is an essential vehicle to expand your
business. Staying close to customers, be where
things happen, help each company to find a successful position and preserve its values. The
background and experience of “made in Italy” does
not change, it is just evolving, taking up a global
“made in Biesse” relevance”.

Powerful “S4” by Viet installed at Cefla Lab in Imola.
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Are these huge investments expanding the gap between big groups and small-medium companies,
which are the backbone of our industry?
“I don’t know if "gap" is the right word. There are
market opportunities for small-medium businesses which can identify segments, sectors and niches. Today, SMBs cannot afford to be general purpose companies, they must understand how to focus and
concentrate on the opportunities that still exist. In this
respect, the gap is widening,
as not everyone can expand
its outlook like we are doing at Biesse...
The rules of the game have
changed and competition occurs at
different levels. There is strong differentiation and
companies must understand which decision to
make, provided they focus on their areas of competence”.
In recent years, Biesse has acquired companies
with a clear value. This strategy has paid back and
required a period of reorganization...
“We filled a few gaps we had in our range; today, we
are a player that can meet all customer requirements:
with Bre.Ma. for drilling, Viet for sanding and the subsequent evolution in the solid wood segment, especially windows, we have seized valuable opportunities for growth and success. We have created
sales synergies, unifying the Biesse, Viet and
Bre.Ma. experience, different stories that are now supporting and strengthening each other, helping us
meet our customer needs more effectively”.
This open house in October also shows your
close collaboration with Cefla Group. To what extent was this supported by Viet's arrival?
“A few weeks ago we installed a powerful “S4” by
Viet at the Cefla Lab, a tangible sign of a longstanding relationship. The Viet acquisition built a
bridge to the final sections of our supply chain
process, namely sanding, painting and finishing. In
the current competitive scenario, it makes sense for
Cefla and Biesse to collaborate wherever opportunities emerge, as it happens today. For major orders including solutions by Biesse and Cefla, we
work together to provide customers with a full package. It is not an agreement, it’s a formal partnership:
it’s simply about joining our mutual interests...”.
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There’s much talking about wood
housing: do you have future plans in
this business?
“If we consider what we are
doing today in the window industry, the answer can only
be yes. It’s an industry we
are watching with great attention. One of our peculiarities is that we always work
hard to identify and anticipate,
and then act consequently.
Without forgetting our dna: we
are solution suppliers, covering different market segments. At
the latest BiesseInside, I think we
proved this, exhibiting machines for
small handicraft workshops up to big turnkey
plants for large volumes. In the three thousand square
meters of our Tech Center, we have reproduced the
processes that are most requested by our partners:
not machines, I repeat, but processes.
It was also an occasion to highlight our constant
commitment to innovation. In this period, we have
developed 22 new products that prove we are interested not only to stay on the market with determination, but also to offer very innovative and performing products".
Markets. It’s a magical word. Or terrible?
“Neither. Things change, markets change, demand
changes. Today, just to give you an idea, about 20
percent of our business is generated in the Asia Pacific region. It’s fast growth that is bringing satisfaction, we are recording it in South America, just like in
other countries, including Turkey, which is building
a solid organization, and other Middle East nations...
We have to move on the map, maximizing your ability to offer different products for each market. The
challenge is to foresee what will happen and where.

Entry level edgebanding
machine “Akron 1310”.

It’s hard to tell
what 2012 is bringing,
we cannot say what is awaiting us in the next six to
twelve months. But we can work to be flexible, to
adapt to market changes, trying to anticipate and
react promptly.
Listening is essential, we must improve our capacity
to collect information and to base our decisions on
this. Listen, understand and act to supply each market with the products and services it needs within
the shortest time possible.
We cannot keep doing the same things the same
way. We have believed in this for many years and
we have worked to be faster and more reactive".
by Luca Rossetti ■

“Stream Mds”.
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CEFLA LIVE UNDER THE BANNER
OF INNOVATION!
Cefla Lab in Imola hosted visitors
from Italy and abroad, who attended
the open house event to take a look at the
latest creations from the Finishing Division.
The second edition confirmed the Cefla management's decision, taken last year, to join the group
of companies that believe in open house events.
Such confirmation was more than welcome, especially in hard times like these, with 540 visitors
coming to Imola from 25 countries, including Russia, Poland, Lithuania and Romania.
Cefla Lab has been completely renewed and
filled up with plants and solutions that showed what
technology can offer today for finishing.

“PIXART”
Spotlights were cast on a machine that seems
bound to open a new way for Cefla. It was the worldwide preview of “Pixart”, the “numerical control dig-

“Pixart”.
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ital decoration center”, as they call it in the press
release, which attracted our attention. Very recently,
at the latest Ligna, there were signs of a change.
Many might remember Cefla’s presentation of a digital printing technology for edges. Now, here come
a new development, i.e. digital printing with a machine that can decorate any material, delivering
maximum flexibility and full customization.
“We have joined this highly specialized industry –
says Riccardo Quattrini, sales & marketing director
of Cefla Finishing Group, who guided us on a tour
– with the strength and determination to be leaders in paint-based decoration. Now we are doing
what we can do best, decorate and protect a surface, using ink with this machine that transfers any
drawing, picture, pattern or decoration onto any kind
of substrate, be it wood, glass, plastic, cement fiber,
metal, paper... So far, Cefla transferred homogeneous, even, solid decorations, a sort of "solid layer". Now we are switching to drawings, with full freedom to combine fancy decorations with protection.
And we know our customers will conceive many
new ideas. Just think how you can use this
process for a children bedroom, or what it means
to take an image and spread it over the cabinet
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doors of a kitchen, for instance. Let me say
this is a proprietary technology we have
studied and developed at Cefla.
There is another factor that will be highly
appreciated, namely the cost per square
meter is about one half compared to
good quality melamine faced products,
with the additional benefits you can do
what you need when you need it, with no
stocks and locked capital”.

“MITO” AND “EASY 2000”
There was much innovation at Cefla Lab.
For instance, the cleaning carriage “Flexy”
mounted on the “Mito” spraying machine
is a new patented solution that dramatically
cuts product changeover time, as well as
the required quantity of solvent. “These two
elements – Quattrini said – help achieve
significant levels of saving, due to the peculiar construction concept of the carriage”.
“A huge benefit compared to our competitors”, stressed Quattrini. “Today, it is essential that technology developments aim
at the reduction of production-related resources: space, energy, labor and time.
These are the factors that enable to reduce
the cost of finishing per square meter and
that, if properly mixed, help save up to fifty
percent! And don’t forget the speed of color change, which is very interesting as
painting shall handle smaller and smaller batches,
down to batch one”.
Next to “Mito”, we saw another battle horse for spray
painting by Cefla, namely “Easy 2000”, a machine
“…that can achieve very high performance and productivity thanks to excellent configurability”, Quattrini said.
A solution for high-end users.

VIET
Among Cefla technologies, an area was dedicated to “S4” by Viet, one of the most powerful and
versatile solutions of the Pesaro-based company
recently acquired by Biesse Group. You can read
about it on page 64, in our report about “Biesse Inside”.
“When we are general contractors for a plant – Quattrini explained – we must find a reference partner
to rely on. But this is not the only viable solution: if

the final customer asks to combine our solutions with
a machine by another manufacturer, we do all we
can to achieve the most effective solution. If we talk
about sales strategies, we are obviously ready to
collaborate with anyone".
So, all insensible rumors are canceled...

FALCIONI
“Starting from this edition – said the sales & marketing director during our tour – we decided to concentrate all solutions in Imola, including Falcioni,
which set up a review of its market offer, presenting a window painting line with impregnation
process, a pressurized booth for touch-ups, an anthropomorphous spraying robot for small batches
and/or custom operations, and reciprocator for bigger volumes. For this kind of applications, our solutions aim at minimizing labor requirements: the
workpiece flows through a reading bar that acquires
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“made in Italy” video on line

www.italianwoodtech.com

we'll wait for you...

its geometry and sends information to the software
that processes instructions for the robot. Man deals
with high-end tasks, the machine sprays... Robot
technology can be extended to other applications,
using our know-how to paint 3D parts, assembled
furniture (above all with plants bound for the Usa
or Chinese market) or stacks… we see interesting
signals in this area”.
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PROFILES
Cefla Live 2011 also offered visiting
operators a demonstration of what it
means to apply the “group logic” to
everything you do. Also in profile finishing, through the presentation of an
island dedicated to this specific
process, where it was easy to identify the “competence centers”. From
Duspohl coating machines, to spraying, up to vacuum systems by Delle
Vedove and ovens by Cefla.
“Specialists that work together and
share their best know-how for profile
painting and finishing”, Quattrini
pointed out.

IBOTIC
It’s always nice to see “iBotic” in operation, a real six-axis painting robot that can guarantee the best quality for any type of piece or element to be painted. “This is the top of technology, the state of the art at the high end of the range”,
said Quattrini with great satisfaction. “We can machine profiles, templates, glass, glue... with no limits. The solution featured at Cefla Live, equipped
with two independent arms, keeps giving great satisfaction among companies looking for the highest
flexibility and quality, thanks to a machine built with
the same principles, the same mechanical systems,
the same parameters as a working center”.

SORBINI
“Smart parquet” by Sorbini, for parquet oil finishing, is highly requested for operations characterized by high levels of product customization and
quality, rather than large volumes. In Imola, Sorbini also exhibited “Smart print” for contact printing
on parquet and other elements, and the roller ma-

chines of the “Smartcoater Evo” line and the UvR ovens, previewed at Ligna, a new high-performance generation whose structure has been further stiffened to achieve enhanced results and higher feed speeds.

AND ALSO…
It is worth mentioning the “Energy saving” package, a set of measures and methods to obtain up
to 35 percent energy saving for the operation of a
drying oven, obviously with the same working conditions and results. Energy saving is another big issue that is characterizing this season and is focusing the attention of technology manufacturers.

THE MARKET
We could not leave from Imola without discovering
Quattrini’s vision of the future of markets, so we
asked him to draw a picture, to guess what is awaiting us in the next few months.
“We are very satisfied for 2011 results, which will
close with increased revenues and good Ebit, with
a clear trend reversal compared to 2009 and 2010
− said Quattrini − and we want to remind our customers that all product innovations they have
seen, together with Cefla’s financial solidity, are the
best warranty for their investments. I want to
stress that a significant portion of our revenues
come from painting solutions for other materials than
wood, such as glass, automotive plastics, ceramic, cement fiber... it’s a constantly growing share.
Despite such diversification, the situation of the
wood market is hard to read and highly variable.
Until October 2011 it was rather positive, with good
trends in Germany, Central Europe, Brazil... satisfactory results in China, better in England... Italy is
in the situation we all know; Spain and Greece don’t
have much to say these times. What about 2012?
If I look at the new solutions we have added to our
catalog, I can only expect excellent
results, but I’m afraid having excellent
products is not enough. We can create smarter and smarter solutions, be
aggressive, stay on the market and
do the impossible to support our customers also financially, but there are
too many risks and problems coming
from general economy. Many of our
customers are still standing at the window, waiting for better times”.
by Luca Rossetti ■
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“AEROTECH” BY CRUING
TAKES OFF AT J&J ORMEROD

Kitchen, bedroom and bathroom manufacturer J&J
Ormerod (JJO plc) located
at Bacup in Lancashire, have
just taken delivery of their latest investment, a shiny new
“Ergon” from Scm Group.
The twin tabled three headed machine is the latest in a
long line of considerable investments at JJO plc.
New machinery, new plant
and continuing growth are always on the menu here. One
of last year’s major objectives
was the installation of a fully
automatic heating system
from Mawera, an “Fsr 2.6”
now completed; the project
ran as smooth in installation
as it now does in operation.
To complement this system
JJO plc embarked on another objective and they are
now in the latter stages of fully optimizing dust collection
to maximize the air quality in

the production departments.
With an environmental policy
at the forefront of all activities
JJO plc realized that it is not
often that an opportunity arises to be twice eco friendly.
By collecting more fuel for the
heating system, it improves
the efficiency of the whole
system, it’s a win win. Tony
Devereux technical service
manager and project leader
for the heating system said:
“We need all the dust we can
get hold of to fill our 500 cubic meters silo, thanks to
“Aerotech” we will”.
During the search for a new
router it was realized that
the “Ergon”’s ability to switch
from conventional routing to
nesting would give JJO plc a
distinct advantage for the
small to medium batches
sometimes needed to maintain stock levels.
However it was the age old
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problem of dust trapped in the
groove which provided the
usual stumbling block. Thankfully the solution was just at
hand, “Aerotech” from Cruing
does the job effortlessly producing perfectly clean products whatever the process. As
good as it is for nesting; it is
also perfect for deep routed
and complex door designs
providing dust free panels
every time. The “Aerotech”
device is also cost effective as
it eliminates the need for a tool
holder thus eliminating the
need for expensive new collets every year.
You can see the effect on the
atmosphere, immediately as
you enter the production departments. There is no dust
floating about, so there is no
dust in delicate machine areas or on floors but more importantly, no dust on the operators. ■

COMPANIES

INNOVATION STARTS
FROM SOFTWARE
From simple intuition, a company was born and has grown:
in the furniture industry, automation and IT control are the keys
to greater productivity, together with the development of innovative
technology for drilling-inserting. These are T.O.P.’s strengths.
Innovation always results from ingenious intuition
of needs that cannot be solved by existing market
offer. And when it turns into a company, it can withstand difficult periods of crisis and recession, as
well as achieve significant development. The story of T.O.P.-Tecnologie per l’ottimizzazione delle
produzioni – founded in 2006 in Cadorago, Como,
at the heart of Brianza – started this way: a company offering “strategic support” to furniture manufacturers in the areas of technology implementation and improvement of performance and productivity of machinery and plants. The first lever for
T.O.P. is collaboration with Tpa, an associated company whose owners believe in the new project and
support the “debut” in the world of electronic systems, software and IT control for numerical
control machinery.
The second lever is the direct production of special machinery and plant for hardware drilling and
inserting into panels for furniture processing, one
of the most critical stages of the entire process.
The company has been growing on the Italian and
international scenario concurrently with the development of its organization, and mainly the arrival of new business partners in 2008 and the expansion of the manufacturing site, now just a bit
less than one thousand square meters including
factory and offices.
T.O.P. currently has 9 employees and 2010 revenues close to one million Euros. All in all, it’s a
small business, but its great flexibility supports the
expansion of market shares in Italy, Spain, France
and Germany even in periods of crisis. Export is
approaching 40 percent.
Fabio Rotunno – software engineer, president and
general manager of T.O.P. – boasts longstanding

experience in the field of automation technology.
Together with his designers and collaborators, he
has founded T.O.P. and, within a few months, consolidated its position in a furniture market that was
moving towards economic crisis, focusing on automation as an added value. And now he keeps
looking far ahead to new goals.
Mr Rotunno, optimizing the production performance
of a plant was a process that, when you started your
business, only big industrial groups pursued; now
things have changed…
The drilling-inserting
solution “Fs 850”,
the first machine
conceived, designed
and built by T.O.P.
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The evolution
of the species:
the second creation
by T.O.P., model
“Fs Evolution”,
the follower
of “Fs 850”.

“With the software and projects we offered and still
offer, machinery and mechanical technology are
no longer seen as equipment connected to the
worker who prepares machining programs, feeds
parts or loads the machine; instead, they are one
part of an entire production process, from incoming order to delivery, moving through panel handling and logistics, based on the optimization of human resources and uptime. We might call this a “peculiar” business, where you must be able to read
the tangible benefits it can offer. I must admit the
startup phase was not so easy and – apart from major customers, companies managed by young people open to innovation – only recently the number
of people who understand what we can do has increased. There are more and more companies with
professional and skilled resources, who realize the
benefits of this approach in the short-medium term.
At the beginning, we were mainly engaged for projects in the mechanical domain, which wasn’t even
a business area for T.O.P. originally. So we adapted to this trend, acquiring resources for spare parts
management, maintenance and service; however,
all of these people can also design and deal with
the research of new products. Within one year,
demand increased, and in the first three
years we recorded consistent expansion,
doubling the business volume compared
to our forecasts, increasing the number
of skilled staff and buying a new factory hall.
In 2007 we began to
work abroad, with
service op-

erations in Spain and France, and at the same time
we developed the first machine with our own brand.
We introduced it at Samulegno in Pordenone, than
at Fimma in Valencia, in 2009. An innovative solution
for the machining of horizontal surfaces, which drills
and inserts dowels into panels "standing up" in vertical position.
This concept soon resulted into a second machine
for a project dedicated to non-standard production, so offering high flexibility in processing. In the
meantime the company had grown further with the
hiring of two designers. The crisis in 2009 forced
us to focus back on service, still without giving up
the idea of becoming a manufacturing company
as well, therefore we continued to attend industry
exhibitions to promote our business.
We are currently working at our third machine, another drilling-inserting unit with vertical workpiece.
And we are considering other sectors than wood.
Our strength, in few words, is that we are a small
company with great technical expertise, capable
of offering special custom solutions besides standard products, and of doing research also in collaboration with universities”.
Another peculiarity is that you are a young company…
“Our average is 30 years: we rely on young people, in a job market like Italy where fresh graduates
or bachelors are having hard times to find a place.
Many of our employees have joined us as soon as
they finished school: we believe in internal training, growing together with people who share our
philosophy and become part of our project. After
all, we couldn’t have created this company when
we were young, if Tpa had not given us the opportunity to grow and express our skills... we will
always bring this experience within ourselves, also
in terms of innovation and organization model”.
You visit companies and you try to identify the key
problems to solve. Can you describe your job more
in detail?
“We offer systems consulting to optimize working
processes. An example: in medium-large companies with sophisticated drilling-inserting plants, we
help them exploit their full potential by optimizing
the IT and software systems, as these plants are often underused. With our support, customers can increase productivity without replacing their existing
equipment: there are often wide margins for im-
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provement to achieve ambitious results without huge investments. You can increase
productivity by acting on the
processing cycles of machinery,
optimizing all stages through
software or targeted actions. We
also automate optimization
processes in the cutting and
sorting stages of materials to be
sent to their processing equipment, according to the type of
machining and final product.
Just think of the different requirements of a kitchen manufacturer. The final goal is to
have a unified and smooth
process by workflow, entrusting an electronic brain
with tasks that have been so far exclusively based
on human competence and experience.
We can coordinate the activity of entire plants or
single machines, one department or a whole factory, working or existing technology and improving
its performance".
Is it easier today to let different machines interact?
“Sure. When companies purchase technology, they
know how they are going to implement it. Customers
want open machinery that can be integrated with
their own systems, no matter who takes care of such
“fusion”. Manufacturers must be aware of this: today, technology suppliers too often offer complete
automated factories, but customers are not always
looking for one-stop suppliers, as they prefer to buy
machines from different partners. Under these circumstances we can offer the best solution in terms
of software integration, because many manufacturers install our numerical control and, when integration is carried out, no problems occur".
Drilling-inserting has always been a bottleneck in
furniture production. Why?
“Inserting hardware can be more complicated than
drilling, which almost any company can handle without difficulty. Just think of zamac and metal items,
with peculiar shapes, applied with automatic
plants. Handling requires specific knowledge and
expertise that, in standalone solutions, also require
skilled staff. A fully-automated high-productivity
plant brings more problems; therefore, collaboration among different operators, inside and outside

Supervisory unit:
a supervisory unit
to control
an entire kitchen
manufacturing
plant.

the company, or the identification of hardware for
a specific cycle become essential for drilling-inserting operations. You need an accurate analysis
of the aggregate that handles hardware according to the product and technology involved. This
is not an easy process to accelerate, mechanical
study is more complicated and costs are higher,
but we have created a high-performance product".
Are you optimistic about the future?
“The market of drilling and hardware inserting plants
is still European. Something is changing in the
East... regions like Brazil, Russia, India and China
are demanding flow-through technology only for
drilling, because they still have sustainable labor
costs for inserting operations. Some big Italian
groups have offered smaller and more affordable
products to approach these markets with lower
costs, and such policy has paid back with orders
book that can cover up to one year.
Looking at the future, I think 2012 will still be a difficult year, especially in countries like Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece, which have been in big
trouble for a few years now. The German market
has been recovering since last year and France is
doing better. I’m afraid that, if you want to overcome
the global crisis, you have to diversify markets".
Luca Rossetti ■
in collaboration with Olivia Rabbi
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Flexible production,
global quality of finished
product, visual impact
in line with contemporary
design trends and the capacity
to “team up” are the distinctive
features of the semifinished
materials and supplies industry.
Semifinished materials and supplies for the
wood industry are running fast and, even in difficult economic conditions for the Italian and international market, keep increasing their central role
within the supply chain, from furniture to windows,
up to interior design. Meanwhile, we are waiting for
nicer weather, especially in Italy. These are the results of a survey among the leading industry actors
in Italy, who are active in various segments. The key
to achieve outstanding quality and performance targets is a small-big revolution against the bad Italian habit of individualism, betting on the capacity
to build partnerships involving several manufacturers to achieve one great result: a final product
of excellence. Which other factors define the rules
of the game? Flexible production, innovation, but
most of all excellent visual impact, in search for crisis-fighting beauty.

SUPPLY CHAIN UNDER CONTROL

Focus on
semifinished
products

Ten companies covering the entire supply chain,
from raw material provisioning to certified forests,
up to primary operations, semifinished materials and
sales. Six sawmills producing boards, trimmed
boards and various components, drying plants with
a total capacity of 5 thousand cubic meters, a pro-

The Florian Legno site in Riese Pio X, Treviso.

INNOVATION IS TEAMWORK
lution is also influenced by aesthetic requirements. Dialog between supply chain actors is central. “We have relationships with many primary companies in the wood industry: we start together on
a new project and then we get to the creation of the
finished product with an intermediation process,
sharing our know-how".

WOOD TO BE MAGNIFIED

duction site for European hardwood stripped panels (oak and ash) and American walnut, and glulam timber for windows addressed to big furniture
and window companies. The main production
site is 80 thousand square meter large, including
30 thousand square meter buildings. This is the organization of Group Florian Legno based in
Riese Pio X, near Treviso, with sites in Italy and
worldwide (from Hungary to Croatia, up to Dubai
in the United Arab Emirates), specializing in wood
processing and the production of wood-based panels and products, including Fsc-certified products
for the furniture industry. The Florian Group is investing in biomass to exploit process waste. The
current market trend is all-in-all positive. “In the first
half of 2011, our revenues increased by 10 percent.
We will now see how the next months will develop,
there is no long-term visibility”, says Antonio
Battaglia, manager of Florian Legno. Global business pays back in periods of crisis. “Our export is
45 percent and we are gradually growing abroad,
we are aiming for 50 percent in markets such as
Great Britain, Germany, France, Arab countries, as
well as Spain and Portugal. In Italy, the scenario is
still complicated, we expect recovery in 2013”. The
Group basically consists of two companies within
the same organization: “In Italy, we offer just in time
service with a product mix resulting from our specialization and from the distribution of large commodities, and abroad, the distribution of our specialty products”. Semifinished materials, possibly certified, is getting more and more customized,
with reliable costs and efficiency, for deliveries to
order or from stock; beyond flexibility, market evo-

The Components division of Group Santarossa,
headquartered in Villanova di Prata (Pordenone),
has 160 employees out of 450 total staff of a company that, since 1972, has been specializing in the
production of semifinished wood materials and surface finishing for cabinet doors, modern and classic furniture, kitchen sets, shipbuilding contract. The
Components division's core business is cabinet
doors for kitchen, bathroom and living room furniture; for these elements, design is the factor that
can bring innovation and added value to the finished
product. The production process spans the entire
machining cycle: from solid wood semifinished materials to lacquered paint (in collaboration with Very
System from Porcia, Pordenone). At present, the
market, as described by the sales manager Flavio
Santarossa, is running on two separate tracks: the
domestic market is stable, the foreign market offers
interesting growth prospects. “We expect this situation to endure also next year; companies in Italy
are afraid to make new products, while abroad business actors are more confident”. Approximately 60
percent of production is shipped abroad, basically to Europe and Asia. The focus is increasingly on
factors such as product reliability and final qual-

The Santarossa factory.
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focus on semifinished products

ity and visual impact of the product. “The major market trend revolves around lacquered components, both matt and glossy, but most of all with a
painted finish that highlights the natural features and
grain of wood. The doors have no handles and no
protrusions, they are flat and linear, in compliance
with modern taste". Processing cycles and production process optimization in view of greater flexibility allow to keep up with the development of contemporary market. “Product diversification and increasingly competitive prices are the top priorities
for customers, who are looking for suppliers offering a wide range of finishes and just-in-time deliveries. To preserve the right balance between quality and price, we also act on production cycles, making the process more flexible through quick and innovative plants, avoiding slowdown and downtime
in production”. From single batch to large contract
supplies, the Group has one philosophy: “dialog is
essential, we work at the definition of a project in
collaboration with customer and architect.. The concept is created together and, sometimes, based on
our experience, it is slightly adapted to improve
some aspects, such as machinability".

QUALITY STARTS FROM THE “SKIN”
Based in Modigliana, near Forlì-Cesena, Alpi
Group specialize in the production of multilaminar
wood, with a portfolio ranging from all types of reconstructed wood species up to the creation of new
design textures for the wood industry and interior
decorations. Everything starts from the use of wood
from sustainable forests, both in Italy (where
poplar wood has been Fsc-certified since 2008) and
in Africa. In Italy, Alpi operates through three divisions: Legno (for the production of engineered
wood), Linteco (multilaminar wood) and Les (distribution of veneer). Business is suspended between
technology and aesthetics, but this is not enough
to get a glimpse of the future. “The market is still
suffering – explains Matteo Mattioli, newly appointed general sales manager of Alpi spa – although we expect
positive developments in the coming months, especially for prefinished
wood, for which we
have just launched a
new brushed finish
Matteo Mattioli.
that provides for a
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Multilaminar wood machining stages at the Alpi factory
in Modigliana (Forlì-Cesena).

The veneer staining area in the Alpi site
in Modigliana (Forlì-Cesena).

highly natural and textured wood surface”. The
Group has 625 employees in Italy and a 70 percent
export share for veneer and prefinished veneer towards the Usa, Germany, Turkey and the Bric countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China). Research is
halfway between two elements. “The visual component is critical both for the reproduction of traditional wood species and for the production of design pieces; the second factor is production
process control, which offers consistent quality over
time through the continuous search for technological
performance with high added value, for instance
resistance to degradation under sunlight and,
more generally, environmental sustainability”. Customer service becomes an essential element: “It has
changed from support related to the aesthetic value of wood to real consulting, where Alpi supports
customers in the definition of finished materials
(painting lines) and in the search for partner companies able to perform specific operations with high
technological content”. The “skin” of decor wood
currently represents less than 10 percent of the total production cost of furniture. However, final
quality results from team work, “close partnership
with customer. Two technology labs develop and
test prototypes of innovative solutions, such as wood
coupled with other materials, finishes, substrates
and special glues".

SUSTAINABILITY
AND VISUAL IMPACT
Sayerlack, manufacturing wood paints since
1954, is a Sherwin-Williams Company brand with
over 300 employees in two sites in Pianoro
(Bologna) and Mariano Comense (Como), and a reference company in the finishing industry worldwide.
With Russia as major destination, followed by
France, Great Britain, Poland, Belarus, Ukraine, Sri
Lanka and Bangladesh, and 58 percent export
share on turnover, for a total value of 102 million Euros, the company has a unique standpoint to see
the evolution and trends of market and innovation.
“In the first six months of this year, the market has
stabilized on 2009 levels and the 2010/11 period
recorded 20 percent shrinkage in market size compared to 2007 – says Alessandro Pirotta, general manager. Prospects are not positive also due to
falling investments. Italian economy cannot keep
up”. Waiting for recovery, product evolution is constant and follows design requirements: go-ahead
to lacquers for furniture, doors and windows, but also to
clear matt coatings
which magnify the
natural and tactile
qualities of wood
with a limited use of
Alessandro Pirotta.
paint, “reducing consumption levels for
producers”. These add up to Uv products, waterbased matt and glossy lacquers and clear coatings,
fire-resistant and anti-bacteria products for kitchen,
bathroom and other rooms. Research is also focused on sustainability and product health. “We are
betting strong on water-based products for interiors and outdoors, from furniture to windows, with
different solutions for small craftsmen and automated industry in compliance with applicable
laws; that’s because you have to provide customers
with objective information that become sales arguments and translate into greater competitiveness:
to handicraft business we deliver Catas certificates,
while industrial companies refer to painting cycles
regulated by Uni 11216 in terms of durability, product quality and emissions”. From an economical
standpoint, quality painting has 4-5 percent impact
on finished product cost. One more reason that
leads Sayerlack to devise solutions that allow to
guarantee the best performance with minimum

product quantities. “Dialog with the manufacturers
of painting plants is essential. Each customer and
each plant have specific requirements, everything
is studied in detail with the plant manufacturer and
the customer, and the cycle is industrialized after
a stage of research and experimentation. It’s a threesome collaboration”.

3D SURFACES
Wood, stone and fancy patterns for wood surfaces
used in furniture and interior decorations, applied
by digital printing, decor paper, melamine foils and
“Finish Foils”, are the core business of Schattdecor,
a German company with Italian headquarters in
Rosate, near Milano, with over 140 employees. Drawing a picture of short-term market trends is quite difficult. “The Italian furniture market is going through
a phase of serious difficulties, mainly due to dramatic
volume shrinkage combined with a strong increase in raw material prices, which cannot be transferred to customers, and complex financial situations − says Franco
Lozza, sales manager at Schattdecor
in Rosate. Recovery
signs in 2010 have
clashed with a different situation at the
Franco
beginning of 2011.
Lozza.
In the present condi-

Rotogravure printing plant at the Schattdecor
site in Rosate (Milan).
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The Schattdecor site in Rosate (Milan).

tions of Italian economy, where constructions are
standing still, there are additional problems that have
hit the Mediterranean region and still persist”. The
main destination markets for the Italian branch are
Spain and Turkey; export sales amount to 40 percent of production approximately.
Technological and product innovation is the trump
to play if you want to stand out in the market: in recent years, Schattdecor has invested on tactile surfaces: “We have made huge investments to go beyond standard products to achieve a more natural look”. Design creation is a critical stage that leverages advanced technology such as laser etching,
synchronization with drawing patterns and special
staining. “In recent years, attention has been focused on new 3D effects in printing and subsequent
staining. That’s how we created the 3D effect, whereby the study of drawing interacts with the technical stages of etching, inking, printing and staining".
Dialog with furniture makers and surface lamination companies follows two tracks. “
On one side, we work internally to identify potentially interesting new developments and trends, on
the other side our teams visit exhibitions, customers
and furniture manufacturers around the world to get
hints and inputs for research and the development
of proposals for the entire industry. Engineers, instead, pursue the improvement of quality for designs, printing and staining, involving all staff and
sometimes also suppliers and customers, to develop products that, quite often, are only apparently
“simple”.

DOUBLE TRACK
FOR EDGES AND SURFACES
Surteco Italia, 45 employees, one site in Martellago (Venezia) and one in Pesaro, 30 million Euro
turnover, is the sales branch of the German global corporation Surteco, responsible for the sales
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channels of brands Doellken, Bausch Linnemann,
Bausch Decor, Arbe and Vinylit in Italy.
Their specialty is made-in-Germany finishing solutions for panels, with specific systems for surfaces
and edges. These include: decorative and
melamine paper, “Finish Foils” (printed paper reproducing different wood species, stained with special resins, featuring high surface resistance and
eco-friendly lacquers); laminated products; and a
full range of edges, including melamine, thin, 3D,
pvc, abs, pp, up to innovative solutions such as
laser edging, luminescent edges, thermoplastic edges,
edges for lightweight
panels and with digital printing. Business
trend is differentiated.
“This year, edges
have suffered 15 percent shrinkage, mainMarco Francescon.
ly due to the reduction of furniture and
especially products with laminated wood – says
Marco Francescon, general manager of Surteco
Italia. “Things are different with surfaces.. For instance, for “Finish Foils” stained surfaces, since last
year we have been recording a powerful drive from
mass retail, despite a slowdown in July also in this
sector. A brand like Bausch for decorative paper
has invested a lot in Italy and expanded business
compared to last year”. More generally, “for surfaces, aesthetics is the essential choice factor, while
edges are more related to high quality combined
with optimal delivery schedules and a strong focus
on price. Abs edges are still the best sellers”. At
European level, the market has lights and shades,
with Great Britain braking, Germany slowing down
and Spain standing still.
“The Italian market is critical. Cash is scarce, small
and medium companies have fought price wars to
survive and this has led to strict selection: those who
were not able to reorganize their activity, improving efficiency and competitiveness, have disappeared, while big and industrialized companies
have remained”.
Not only. There is another trend in Italy: “Furniture
production will increasingly move from Veneto to
Pesaro, because this district can work at lower
prices as a result of higher industrialization and
smaller product range, and it can also leverage the
sales potential of big local retailers”. ■

FANTONI: THE WARMTH OF WOOD,
THE BENEFITS OF TECHNOLOGY
The Fantoni boards division
(www.fantoni.it) is launching
“Isb” board in the market: it
is an Ec certified insulating
panel aimed at the building
sector, moisture and fire resistant, made using the
finest, carefully selected natural materials which provide
extremely high level physical
and mechanical character-

“Touchwood”.

“Touchwood”.

istics. The board is in class
E1 and is used in the building sector as an insulating
and building component,
also in combination with other materials.
When being worked, the
board is equivalent in quality to natural wood panelling,
and can be lacquered or
stuck directly, without fur-

Panels “IS e “Isb”.

ther processing. Made exclusively of pure, untreated
wood, “Isb” is a new material for ever higher quality
building work.
The panel for structural use
in damp environments “IS” is
distinguished feature of IS
board is its attractively
smooth appearance, but its
technical qualities are immediately appreciated. This
Ec and Fsc certified insulating panelling is suitable for a
variety of building applications, also in combination
with other materials. The
panel is moisture resistant,
tough and durable over time
and is available in a wide
range of thicknesses.
“Touchwood” revolutionizes
the faced panelling world
with a unique new technolo-

gy based on new generation
facing papers which feel
and look remarkably like
wood.
These Japanese papers,
suitably surface-treated by
Lacon, a company of the
Fantoni group, allow a threedimensional view of the decorative finish that gives an extremely clear visual perception of the wood. The resulting overwhelming sensation
transmits natural feelings of
warmth and well-being, and
warm textures. Of particular
interest is its application in
the door sector, where the
dynamic look of its decorative finishes with three-dimensional pore structure can
be fully appreciated, emphasizing their aesthetic
movement. ■
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ABET LAMINATI

VICOVER

GIEFFE

FROM CONCEPT TO PRODUCT

TAILORED VENEER

A FRESH WAVE OF NEWS

Decorativo “Zebrano Grigio”.

The new Abet Laminati “2011>2014
Collection” (www.abet-laminati.it) includes nine new collections, a great
number of additional proposals to
the ones already in catalogue and
twenty-four finishes: a very big range
of options for developing every idea.
Many the decors available; natural
and reconstituted essences, some
of them transversals, refined laminates manufactured with little crystals; glossy surfaces, vibrant
“metallic” tones, silk-screened and
digital printed decors created by
the most famous international designers, classic timeless textures,
warm pearly tones, trend colours,
3D effects, interesting nuances inspired by the carbon fibre, by rocks
and marbles.
The originality of the decors, which
have in common the advantages of
Abet Laminati industrial technology,
guarantees an exceptional result,
whether the laminate is just a part of
the project or the protagonist. ■

Decorativo “Transversal Tabacco”.

In order to meet rapidly changing
customer needs and short product
life cycles, a high amount of flexibility
and technical knowhow is constantly expected from the supplier industry.
Vicover (www.vicover.it), Business
Unit of the Pedross Group (www.pedross.com), is a valuable partner for
his customers. In close cooperation
with customers, a highly motivated
team of specialists takes on technically demanding challenges.
Highly flexible veneer surfaces with
special coatings, extravagant ve-

neer selections, or veneer edgings for
every possible range of use these are
just a few examples of the demands
which customer consultants and
specialists cover on a daily basis.
The balancing act between maximum flexibility and relatively small
purchase quantities is increasingly
mastered by the Vicover digital
printing process. Even with prototypes the process allows for limitless
design possibilities and produces
impressive colorfast and authentic
prints on wood as well as paper within a short delivery time. ■
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Gieffe, a division of Formenti & Giovenzana spa (www.gieffe-italy.com)
based in Veduggio con Colzano
(Italy), is specialized in the production
of furniture fittings and furnishing fittings. One of the novelties that broads
the product portfolio is the folding trolley “Split”. The patented article is
functional and useful, thought to be
used in many rooms (kitchen, dining
room, office, restaurant…). For reducing the volume, when not in use,
it can be completely closed, reaching
a depth of 15cm only; castors make
a split and the trolley stands on its own,
without the need of any hook. Made
with a metal frame “Split” has laminate
wood tops, available in the following
colours: red, white, black, orange, yellow, green and blue. Other two brand
new products are the chairs “Simple”
& “Dynamic”, with a fresh and modern look, projected to grant the maximum comfort, also after a long sitting.
The “Simple“ is stackable, while the
“Dynamic” is foldable; once they’re
closed or piled up, they can be stored
in a very small space. Seat and backrest are realized with a flexible and
anatomical material, that makes the sitting very comfortable. They’re available
in many colours: white, blue, red,
black, green, orange and yellow;
metal frame can be chrome plated or
painted. ■

CAGNATO BRUNO

SOGIMI

CINETTO

RELIABILITY AND EXPERIENCE

“ALUCORE®” PANEL

INTRODUCING “PS22”

For over 30 years Cagnato Bruno
srl (www.cagnatobruno.it) based in
Vajont (Pordenone), imports directly from the best production areas
beech elements, half-finished beech
products, strips, in standard sizes or
on request. Items sold are selected
for turning wood industry, producers
of tables, chairs and kids beds,
manufacturers of accessories for furniture, for curtains, brushes, handles,
household items, legs, feet, knobs,
finger-joint panels and work of the
beech wood in general. In the covered deposits,are stored over than
3 thousand cubic meters of half-finished products of various sizes
and features in order to meet as
quickly as possible every order and
enquiry. The warehouse is also
equipped with Fsc certified elements coming from forests that are
managed in sustainable way, in accordance with the principles and criteria of the Forest Stewardship Council Ac. ■

Sogimi (www.sogimi.com) presents
“Alucore®”, an aluminium composite panel whose honeycomb structure is characterised by high rigidity, very low weight and resistance to
weather and delaminating. The absolute flatness and surface regularity, combined with high static load capacity, allow its coupling with high
quality materials like marble and
wood, guaranteeing their durability.
Thanks to the coupling with “Alucore”
you can obtain shelves which are at
same time incredibly light and strong,
easily shaped in accordance to your
creativity: in fact one of the plus of this
product is its facility to be processed.
“Alucore®” is available in sheets
whose sizes are: 1250/1500 x 6250
mm, thickness 6/10/15/20/25 mm. ■

“P22” by Cinetto (www.cinetto.it) is
the new sliding door system consisting of an aluminum frame with a
front glass or panel. The doors are
adjustable in height by up to +/-1.5
mm and can reach a maximum
weight of 15 kg each.
The system is available for furniture
with 30 or 35 mm shelves: the doors
are delivered in the dimensions requested by the customer and ready
to assemble.
The Cinetto application effectively
solves the problem of sliding doors
applied to open furniture like bookshelves and drawer chests; thanks to
the particular shape of the door, the
sliding profiles and the structure of the
door are hidden from view, giving the
opportunity to obtain a minimal and
fully customizable design. ■
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SICILIA INTARSI

TONELLI

ARESPAN BROCCA

PAST AND PRESENT BLEND

“ECOPAN” PANEL

POPLAR PANELS

Sicilia Intarsi (www.siciliaintarsi.it)
produces wood inlays to a wide
range of customers from craftsmen
(cabinet makers, carpenters) to the
furniture industry, hotel interior decorators and more. The methods
used by Sicilia Intarsi is the result of
a fusion between the oldest manual inlaying techniques and advanced
technology which provides a valid
design aid and facilitates customer
relations. It is this blend of past and
present that allows the company to
respond immediately to clients who
can send their designs in any file format by email and receive an immediate estimate.
The fretwork technique is extremely versatile and means that there is
no need for a minimum order, thus
making it possible to offer customers reasonable prices.
The materials used for the inlays are
among the finest available. Burl veneers and fine woods are chosen
from the best veneer manufacturers
so that each work comes up to the
client’s expectations. ■

Tonelli spa (www.tonellism.com)
working in wood industry with several processes, such as panel sawing, milling, shaping and edging.
With the continuous finishing system,
particle board, thin Mdf and fiber
board is coated with decorative finish cards, Pvc, polypropylene and
Cpl. Since end 2011, the company
will be able to give a new customer
service by supplying squared and
edged panels.
Tonelli works in paper industry since
fifties, with Aston mark department
is market leader in the production of
paper honeycomb. Paper honeycomb is also used in the production
of “Ecopan®”, an eco-friendly panel for packaging industry, produced
by Tonelli Italia. For the northern Europe market, we produce “Ecopan®”in the new plant Tonelli France
in Faulquemont. ■

“Ecopan” used for packaging.
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Arespan Brocca (www.arespanbrocca.it), aware of the rapid evolution of global markets, has strengthened its established attitude towards non-standard products.
Poplar is environmental-friendly, renewable, available from local sources
(zero kilometers), stable, lightweight,
easy to machine and offering economic benefits related to the reduced wear of machining tools.
For any kind of application, including poplar multilayer or blockboard,
Arespan Brocca offers a solution
based on Fsc certified panels,
completely made in Italy.
There are tens of different compositions available, to enable handicraft
and industrial companies to optimize
their work, ordering specific dimensions and thicker boards. Poplar
offers endless options and panels are
the most direct application. ■

ECOLOGICAL PANELS BY SAVIOLA GROUP:
ITALIAN EXCELLENCE

Mauro Saviola Group
(www.grupposaviola.com) is
an Italian leader in the production of particleboard for
the furniture industry. The
company is a global leader
in the production of “Ecological panels”, 100 percent made of used wood
through a production process
with unique features in terms
of technology and environmental impact.
With this product, largely
used in modern Italian and international furniture, the Mauro Saviola Group has become a symbol of eco-technology, where economy and
technology meet ecology.
Over 500 million revenues,

1,650 employees, 12 companies in Italy, Belgium and
Argentina, 17 factories, over
40 million trees saved by using recycled wood.
The Mauro Saviola Group pursues a philosophy of production that is based on the recovery and reuse of secondary raw material such as
wood, through a sustainable
process, economically and
environmentally. With original
technologies for collecting,
sorting and processing, wood
is transformed from a waste
material into a valuable resource and raw material for the
production of Ecological Panel, the only panel in the world
made of 100% recycled wood.

Benefits are twofold. First,
environmental friendliness.
Wood recycling effectively
contributes to the preservation
of forests, reducing demand
for virgin timber. With 1.5 million tons of recycled wood
worked every year, the companies of the Group can save
ten thousand trees every day.
Second, collection reduces

Alessandro Saviola.

waste volumes sent to dumping sites, minimizing environmental impact. The Mauro
Saviola Group currently recover waste wood in Italy
and Europe through to a network of 20 collection centers, with the collaboration of
private and public companies
involved in the collection of
post-consumption wood.
The development of a product entirely made of recycled wood as the Ecological
Panel also helps develop
greater sensitivity to this
kind of issues. Recycling
as well as health. The “Leb”
version of “Ecologic panel”
boasts the lowest formaldehyde emission levels worldwide. The Ecological Panel
brand, currently adopted in
private and public environments, conveys a message
of sustainability from several points of view, addressing
many targets: municipalities, schools, furniture makers, communities.
Ecology and environmental
friendliness, work safety, constant process and product innovation are an attitude, a way
of living and a vision of modern and innovative enterprise
making, always on the side of
your staff, environment and research. ■
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ICA, FORTY YEARS OF SUCCESS
Ica celebrate forty years in the business of special wood coatings.
A long, intensive story that has turned the Marche-based group
into a leading industry actor.
2011 will close with more than 110 million Euro
revenues, the best result ever achieved, 10 percent higher than 2010. This figure is incredible if
you consider the global economic situation, but
it seems that the decisions implemented by the
owners – the Paniccia family – have worked out.
An excellent condition to blow the candles of their
40th birthday, celebrated with a 25.6
million Euro investment plan for 20112013, including 8.9 million for new
product development and doubling
the extension of the R&D department in
Civitanova Marche.

Claudio Paniccia.

Sandro Paniccia.

Ica’s story started in 1971, when the
founder, Claudio Paniccia, launched the
production of special wood coatings. We
had the privilege to be taken by Mr. Paniccia himself on a tour of the amazing Civitanova Marche factory, to celebrate a
piece of history, but also to find out the
real driving force of Ica: the Paniccia’s
passion. First of all, the passion of the
founder: “I was the licensee of a paint
manufacturer – he tells – but I realized it
was essential to follow the changes that
were occurring in the furniture industry,
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making bold decisions. And I decided to produce
coatings! A difficult choice, but I would do it again.
This is my family…”.
Production combines big volumes and standard
products with the possibility to create small samples, maybe just a few kilos of special color for one
piece of furniture created by an architect, within a
catalog with thousands of options where customers
never find what they want.
Ica is a sort of town made of technology, know-how,
attention to customer. It's amazing how easy and, at
the same time, complicated it is to make a good coating, how many elements contribute to success. Often, dozens and dozens of ingredients are required.
On our tour with Claudio Paniccia, thanks to his patience, we found out many things we had never
imagined.
Today, Ica is a giant with many records: first in Italy
to make water coatings in 1983, first Italian coating manufacturer certified to standard Uni En Iso
9001. And then, in 1995, the European Community “Life” label for the commitment to “durable and
sustainable development”, the Uni En Iso 14001 environmental certification… all major achievements
for Claudio Paniccia and his family.
Over the years, the founder was supported by sons

Fabio and Piero, currently heads of the R&D labs,
and Sandro, President and Ceo of the group. More
recently, the third generation has arrived: Andrea
and Claudio Paniccia Jr., Fabio’s sons, are respectively president and Ceo of Salchi Wood
Coatings and president of Ica Iberia.
It’s Sandro Paniccia, president and Ceo, we have met
to discuss a few topics, starting from the market.
“Italy is definitely the major destination of our production”, he says. “Although the situation is still
negative, in 2010 things went pretty well for us (see
box on this page, editor’s note), but we cannot
deny that many of our customers are affected by
the crisis. We have also made significant investments in Spain, where we had to replace our local distributor. The balance is positive, but also
in Spain the economic situation is very difficult. Not
to mention Greece... but there is no alternative: you
have to get ready to seek success across the
border, in emerging or mature markets where our
products can meet the demand of customers looking for quality solutions.
We will be more and more aggressive, especially towards Europe. After all, our history proves this:
we are a dynamic group, we want to do much and
well. The 10 percent growth achieved last year in
spite of everything is clear evidence of the effectiveness of our decisions and strategies. Today,
we export 36 percent of our production, a share
we want to increase”.
How has the coating business changed in recent
years?
“I would say that the actors are basically the same,
despite a season of mergers and acquisitions.
Size is essential in our industry, and to go back to
what I said before, in Italy there are too many producers for the consumption levels we have. If we
had not found output markets abroad, we would
have died... Unfortunately, there's too much price
competition that narrows our margins, crushed between market difficulties and the huge cost increase
of raw materials.
But the biggest change involves our customer relationships: we are no longer suppliers, but consultants. We are essential to prepare the “dress”
of furniture, and the more beautiful and accurate
it is, the more it will sell. This has led us to develop solutions with a visual and process-related value, so that customers who choose our products can

ICA TODAY
130 thousand square meter areas, 42 thousand of which covered. Three manufacturing sites (two in Civitanova Marche and
Salchi Wood Coating in Romano d’Ezzellino), 380 employees,
including 34 in R&D and 21 in quality control.
Ica Group is one of the prominent companies for special wood
coating production in Europe, with operations in over 50 countries and a 36 percent export share. It controls 16 percent of the
Italian wood coating market, with branches-warehouses in Pesaro, Pescara, Lissone (Milano), Gorgo al Monticano and Motta di Livenza (Treviso), Manzano (Udine).
27 thousand tons (17,500 on the Italian market) of products
branded Ica and Salchi (96 percent of revenues) have been used
so far in furniture, joinery, shipbuilding, outdoor constructions,
windows, outdoor furniture, parquet and musical instruments.

The Civitanova Marche site.

The research & development lab.
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ICA GROUP AT SICAM 2011
At Sicam, Ica Group introduced the new series “Supercare” and
“Aseptica”. “Supercare” includes products that have low levels
of environmental impact (water-based bicomponent coatings,
water-based UV coatings and high-solid UV coatings) and high
levels of chemical/physical resistance. Supercare products are
available in transparent and
pigmented versions and allow
to achieve major reductions of
volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) released during application, a reduction that often
exceeds 90% compared to
more traditional cycles.
The main characteristic of the
new sanitizing coatings “Aseptica”, which are available in
transparent and pigmented versions, is that they render the surface onto which they are applied microbiologically clean... Thanks
to the fact that “Aseptica” coatings contain a compound of micro-particles, they produce a long-lasting sanitizing effect.

be more competitive. I must say that customers who
follow us and have understood our commitment,
have also had excellent results. A key factor was
the decision to use products with low environmental impact: we were the first to believe this, and
now we are the European leader of water coatings,
a leadership acknowledged even by our competitors.
We have acquired an edge that has also benefited our customers, who can now deliver furniture and
products with added value”.
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What about your relationship with the manufacturers of coating application equipment?
“You mentioned a key point”, says sales manager
Rinaldo Guagnoni. “Each type of coating we produce is tested to meet specific characteristics in
terms of colors, properties, performance and resistance, while also testing spray, curtain, roller and
brush application. We must always be sure that our
customer can be fully confident with the result in
terms of color, as well as industrial process. We
have laboratories for all kinds of machines and technology, where we acquire knowledge that we
transfer to our technical support and, therefore, to
our customers. We even test finished and painted
products, so that we can provide the buyers of our
coatings with a warranty of full compliance with the
standards that apply to their products. Significant
investments, the know-how of a certification lab we
have built step by step and that today enables us
to act as consultants that give a substantial contribution to obtain specific finishing, with unique
physical-mechanical resistance...”.
“… and to do this – adds Sandro Paniccia – collaboration with technology manufacturers must be

very close. We have known and worked with
them for many years, generating an information exchange that has helped us provide furniture and
window manufacturers with standards that were
unimaginable until few years ago. Just think that we
are often asked to travel around the world to start
up the plants manufactured by many companies
we work with”.
What about the environment, it's a topic you have
been sensitive to for a long time?
“Coating manufacturers, especially Ica, have invested a lot in research to create suitable “dresses” for furniture, in terms of visual impact and resistance, which is one of the most critical issues for
water paints compared to solvent-based coatings.
We have made huge progress, also thanks to resins
with enhanced properties. But there is little awareness and culture: even European standards, implemented also by Italy, are too vague".
And what are you planning for the next forty
years?
“That’s easy: technology and easy traveling have
turned the entire world into our market. We have to

look at the international scenario if we want to grow;
we are the wood coating manufacturer with the
strongest growth rates. Today we are at number two
in Italy and four in Europe, because we have always
tried to grow by expanding the market. How? So far,
producing in Italy and selling everywhere, but tomorrow we might think about manufacturing sites
in other countries. Who knows…”.

Two pictures
of the new
11-thousandsquare-meter
warehouse
where 1.6 million
kilogram products
are stored
on average.

by Luca Rossetti ■
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CONFALONIERI

POLLMEIER

CORBETTA

THE INVISIBLE HANDLE

“ECO” PANELS

ELM VENEER

Confalonieri (www.confalonieri.it),
specializing in the production of
furniture handles and knobs,
launched “Touch”, a handle integrated in the furniture door: it’s an invisible handle, with the same thickness as a door or panel, that can be
gripped only when you press the
area with your hand. Thanks to a light
finger push, Touch allows the door
to be opened. Once released, the
handle goes smoothly back to its former position. Fully incorporated and
easy to install, “Touch” is a viable alternative to push/pull systems.
The front face of the handle is perfectly flush with the door surface; on
the back, a cover hides the space
between the handle and the door. It
can be mounted vertically (on
wardrobes) and horizontally (doors
and chests of drawers); in both
cases, the handle can be as long as
the cabinet door or drawer.
With an essential and linear design, “Touch” is a perfect combination of functionality and beauty. This
opening system translates into clean
shapes and design, and it requires
no accessories. Design: Cairoli and
Donzelli. ■

Pollmeier, (www.pollmeier.com) a
large hardwood sawmill in Europe,
supplies high-quality furniture manufacturers with a focus on environmental compliance and the furniture
material by excellence: real wood.
Half-steamed, dried, presanded
and sorted by quality, Pollmeier’s
beech timber boards combine the
benefits of semifinished standardized material with the beauty, value
and warmth of natural product.
With a modern pale color, compact, fine and consistent grain,
Pollmeier’s beech can be finished in
a wide range of colors with a simple
coating. By virtue of this extraordinary versatility, European beech is
the optimal choice for the creation of
solid and long-lasting interiors, addressed to customers who are tired
of throwaway furniture and aware of
the environmental impact of manufacturing operations.
Pollmeier’s beech exclusively comes
from sustainable forestry and is
Pefc-certified. ■
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Charme, elegance, seduction: it is
difficult not to be attracted by the
style that Elm can offer, since its
unique colours, and sinuous lines
can fit anyone who would be willing
to create something special, ready to
raise emotions. This veneer, incomparable in its essence enriches fantastic boats, precious furniture pieces
and harmonious panels. The Elm
manufactured by the company Corbetta (www.corbettaveneers.com)
is the best wood veneer, the most enchanting and wonderful, the most
graceful and charming one.
Corbetta has always been a leading
company in the sales of veneer, in
particular red and grey Elm, specie
to which the company has considerable experience, quality, exclusivity and differentiation. The wide range
of products in stock and the strict
classification according to their value, peculiarities and colours can
help fulfilling the requests of many different customers’ targets both for the
craftmen and the furniture industry.
Every single sheet of veneer involves
all the most exclusive items that can
be found in the market: all the products express various options in terms
of lengths, thicknesses (from 0.6 to
3.0 mm.) and quantities. ■

BASSO LEGNAMI

COLL. CONCORDE

POLYREY

LONG LIVE “OKOUMÉ”!

CERTIFIED ADHESIVE

THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS

With this extraordinary, water-repellent
wood, free of cracks even under adverse conditions, Basso Legnami srl
(www.bassolegnami.com) from Rovasenda (Vercelli) produces wonderful glulam timber for windows, with
thickness up to 95 mm and 75, 85, 95,
105 and 125 mm widths.
Okoumé is the best wood for windows, as it cannot be attacked by
moss and moths, and its duration is
unlimited. It has medium weight, so
it does not overload hinges and
joints, ensuring long life without the
need for special treatment or protection.
Basso Legnami can manufacture all
sections for windows, doors and
solid wood panels. The “Okoumé”
glulam timber by Basso Legnami is
free of knots and irregular features.
Glued with vinyl glue Pvac-D4-En
205, it offers resistance in water immersion for long periods, even in hot
water, therefore under extreme conditions. ■

Engineered timber has some advantages such as the manufacturing
process and the respect for the environment; from this perspective,
Collanti Concorde Adhesives
(www.collanticoncorde.it) of Vittorio
Veneto (Treviso, Italy) has recently
developed the polyurethane adhesive “Xilobond T”, high performance
single component, Voc-free, solvent-free, formaldehyde-free and
heavy metal-free.
“Xilobond T” is suitable for the production of cross laminated timber
(clt) panels for timber construction,
such single and multi-family houses,
bridges, buildings for industry.
“Xilobond T” is particularly suitable for
gluing parts of resinous wood (spruce,
pine, douglas) for the production of
laminated panels, outdoor blockboards, windows, semi-finished products subject to high humidity.
Collanti Concorde, in cooperation
with Cnr/Ivalsa, has certified
“Xilobond T” in accordance with
some requirements of En 15425
standard. ■

Polyrey (www.polyrey.com), the
French market leader in the high
pressure laminate industry, introduces
its latest developments for the furniture,
shopfitting and specification. The
white core “Compact” range is a
new generation of interior self-supporting Hpl designed to bring elegance and style in health, entertainment, hotels, education and residential applications. Its new core with a
resin based on melamine offer a finishing quality, a purity of white and an
exceptional hardeness. This product
is also meant to be used in sensible
environments and public places. A selection of 50 different decors with
fantasy, plain colours and woodgrains is available in 5 thicknesses
from 6 up to 13mm to fulfil expectations
of architects and interior designers.
Moreover, the “Origine Premier”
range offers an expansive palette of
33 woodgrain effects centered around
three themes of “Precious Luxury”,
“Rough Design” and “Classic Modernity”. Compiled by Polyrey’s European design department, “Origine
Premier” distinguishes itself as a topend woodgrain range by drawing together natural colour tone, woodgrain figuring and the clever use of existing and new surface textures to offer a host of upscale finishes that are
a realistic alternative to wood veneers, with the added advantage of
colour consistency. Polyrey launched
also two new surface finishes called
“Roche” and “Granit” for kitchens. ■
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DONATI

PAMAR

EKU

PATENTED NEWS

“GEA” AND “RAMO” HANDLES

THE NEW “EKU-FRONTINO”

Pamar (www.pamar.it) presents two
models: “Ramo” is a handle conceived to suit contemporary decorative pieces of furniture with a design approach that stems from the
elegance and the imperfection of
tree branches. Five different subjects
in which branches made of zama,
sometimes in matt black and others
in pewter with a golden tint, are
made even more precious by enameled hollows, featuring different colors: quarz grey to yellow olive to
blue. Available sizes: 51x46mm,
118x68 mm, 122x103 mm, 132.5x66
mm, 268x108 mm.
The handle “Gea” is qualified by a
broken, interrupted geometry, inspired by contemporary jewelry and
focused on the contrast between its
two faces. A handle that plays with
the duality of finishes by coupling silver with light gold or brushed with
glossy silver: a style choice that
makes it possible to further highlight
the formal character of this handle.
“Gea” suggests a new way of reading simple forms, by also providing
a different interpretation through
the work of the material. Available
sizes: 60mm, 120mm.
Design by Alba Polenghi Lisca. ■

"Eku-Frontino 20" is a flush-fitted
sliding solution presented by the
Swiss company Eku (www.eku.ch), for
design-oriented sliding doors on low
and high cupboards in living rooms,
kitchens and offices. For hanging or
base units, a sliding door based on the
“Eku-Frontino”
technique offers
an attractive, elegant and flush
solution, without
door displacement, with upward or downward sliding in
one system.
The handles
can be placed
anywhere, but
there are also
all-new handlefree solutions for
very convenient
ergonomical
opening. Eku offers another new solution for bathrooms, thus providing its partners
with more opportunities for additional business. The new custom sliding
solution for high-end crystal shower
boxes is called "Eku-Banio".
The invisible sliding mechanism offers
greater comfort within the niche or corner of the bathroom and provides installers with new multiple options; it is
easy to mount and package. ■

Donati (www.donatisrl.com) is always conscious of customer’s needs
and market trends and would like to
propose to all customers a new
and innovative product.
In occasion last Sicam fair 2001, Donati presented the traditional roller
runner with an integrated soft-close
system and equipped with a new
front height adjust system. Donati focused his special attention to this
product applying a patent.
It was also proposed the second
generation of “Eurosoft” runners in
single and full extension which has
been improved on technical point of
view, on sliding and on the soft-close
system, using a metal damper and
non-stop closing. ■

“Ramo”,
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OMNIA KOLL

EMUCA

MOBIL3

MULTI-DECADE EXPERIENCE

“VANTAGE” DRAWER

NEW PRODUCTS DISPLAYED

Omnia Koll (www.omniakoll.com) is
a technical/sales partner with multi-decade experience in adhesive
technology and applications in several industries.
The capacity to face daily issues in
modern industrial production with
competence, experience acquired
over many years, the analysis skills
of the technical staff, collaboration
and/or partnership with global leaders in production and research,
constant commitment to the search
of an optimal solution for each customer represent the added value that
Omnia Koll offers to customers.
The company manufactures and
distributes a full range of glues, including vinyl, putty, pressure sensitive glues, adhesives for paper converting and fabrics, hot-melt and dispersion glues for the wood and furniture industries, upholstered items,
foamed materials, fabrics, graphic
arts, paper and packaging. The
company also offers glues, sealant,
heat sealants and vibration-damping
materials for applications in the
shipbuilding industry.
Omnia Koll is the exclusive representative and distributor of several
brands in Italy, including the systems
and materials of German company
Riepe®. ■

Emuca (www.emuca.com) presented the “Vantage” drawer, offering optimized functionality, available in a
wide range of versions, versatile
and boasting the high quality of all
Emuca products (tested by Catas).
The spectrum of configurations includes external or internal drawers,
from kitchen, to bathroom, to living
room; a set of internal accessories
allows to maximize the available
space. Versions from catalog, in
white and metal grey, offer additional
customization options, together with
bars for baskets that can be also
provided with metal or frosted glass
sides. Smooth and silent sliding on
fully extractable rollers, soft closing,
silent opening limit switch, effortless
opening are the top features of the
drawer guides.
Easy mounting and adjustments,
designed for maximum ease during
installation and maintenance, complete the functions and features of a
product conceived for customer requirements. ■

Mobil3 (www.mobiltre.it) is a leading
company in producing semi-finished
and postformed components for the
furniture industry. Semi-finished and
postformed components allowing
the improvement of the furniture
quality and functionality, ensuring
high performances and a great versatility in project. Materials giving at
the same time both a wide space to
creativity and an unusual reliability,
tested during the years in order to
meet all requirements from home furnishing to contracts, from shops to
hotels, from restaurants to airports
and to ships.
Technology of Mobil3 allows to realize postformed and square components, with edge and holes. Compound panels made with multilayer
wood or parquet wood. Elements
covered with acrylic materials. Machinings on compact Hpl even of
high thickness.
Thanks to a new production line, now
Mobil3 can offer its customers a new
range of postformed components
with sharp radius. ■
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STABILUS

FASEC

LIVENZA

ONE TOWER, MANY USES

CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTS

“KIMANA” HINGE

Stabilus (www.stabilus.com), represented in Italy by Enea Rossi Siros
(www.enearossi.it), offers a wide
range of products for functional applications in the furniture industry.
Simple chairs suitable for everyone,
cabinet doors that open with a light
touch, monitors that pop out of desks
and cupboards: these are just a few
examples of applications of gas
springs and dampers by Stabilus.
The spectrum of present and future
applications ranges from kitchen
to office, from living rooms to convenient solutions for children beds
and bedrooms.
This year, at Sicam, Stabilus will present a “Tower” of applications showing multiple uses of gas springs and
dampers in line with the current
furniture trends.
The kitchen cabinet doors that flip up
like bird wings at the level of the user
(“Lift-O-Mat”), the door of a cocktail
cabinet (“Stab-O-Schock”) that
opens downwards, or a shoe cabinet that opens and closes with soft
movements and can also stay open
(“Duo-Lift”).
The tower will also show further
practical applications, such as
garbage bins, doors with integrated
laundry baskets, automatic closures
for cabinet and wardrobe doors.
These solutions are frequently found
in public areas, as they hide away to
offer a uniform and "clean" visual impact. ■

Fasec srl (www.fasec.it) has been
producing wood doors and components for kitchen and furniture
since 1976. The reference market is
Italy, but in the last decade the
company has also expanded
abroad, mainly in Ireland and the
United Kingdom.
Furniture doors and other complements are made to customer design,
using solid wood, veneered particleboard/Mdf or lacquered Mdf.
The products are fully customized as
to materials, style, color and finishing (classic, rustic or contemporary),
often in collaboration with architects and designers.
Flexible production equipment allows
to optimize labor and working cycles
to deliver products with competitive
prices and short lead time, while ensuring efficient instrumental and visual quality control in all stages. An
expert eye is still essential when you
have to check a natural raw material. The same quality standards are
requested to all suppliers and subcontractors.
With a focus on environmental impact,
the company has installed a modern
purification system for harmful substances and has obtained the Fsc
certification for the purchase of wood
from sustainable forests. Most electric energy requirements are covered
with photovoltaic sources. ■

Examples of conventional furniture doors.
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Ferramenta Livenza srl (www.ferramentalivenza.it) introduced the
new hinge “Kimana”, conceived to
open and close drop-down doors
(top-hinged and bottom-hinged).
Provided with a unique and exclusive
movement, “Kimana” allows to open
doors even when the bottom lies
upon another panel.
The small dimensions (Ø 26mm boring for both the door and the bottom)
and minimal elegant design contribute to make “Kimana” not only a
functional hinge (Kimana can be
easily adjusted through the screws
which are hidden underneath the
cover), but also a unique product in
its category.
Various door and bottom thickness
combinations can be solutioned as
Kimana guarantees the ideal movement and alignment of the door. ■

ALPI

VIBO

GIPA

RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

NEW “MIRAGE” LINE

LAMPS AND ACCESSORIES

At Alpi (www.alpi.it) – the internationally recognized leader in the
design and manufacture of decorative multilaminar-wood veneers
for finishing surfaces – research
and innovation combined with respect for the environment form the
basis of the company’s business philosophy.
“Alpikord Groove”, a new generation of pre-finished multilaminar
woods that emphasizes and highlights the natural characteristics of
wood, represents the culmination of
the research that the company initiated in 2003. This new surface
treatment represents a true “technological leap" in the field of pre-finished surfaces as it offers a degree
of substantiality never previously
achieved and heightens the aesthetic impact and realism.
“Fumed Oak” line: this new family of
decorative veneers, which reproduces a natural smoked oak veneer,
was developed by Alpi Wood Lab –
the company’s advanced research
laboratory that focuses on products to compliment the latest market
trends.
Available in six different controlled
shades, which can be consistently
reproduced over time, the “Fumed
Oak” line lends an enhanced material strength to the surface and is perfectly attuned to the latest trends in
the world of interior furnishings and
design. ■

The new “Mirage” line created by
Vibo (www.viboitaly.com) introduces
sophisticated innovation to the range
of kitchen midway units, expanding
the existing portfolio.
The supporting frames are available
in three sizes (all with flat glossy
chromed bar measuring 5x30 mm):
350 mm for single frame, 525 mm for
medium frame and 700 mm for
double frame. Fasteners to hang the
bar are included in the package.
The new accessories are complemented by a set of Abs details in
white and black, and also beech
wood, which can be combined according to customer requests or
used separately. The complementary
elements for frames include: spice
cans, shelf, knife holder, dish/cup
rack, paper roll holder, cutting board,
double paper roll holder.
Essential and minimal design fits the
contemporary look of modern
kitchens, representing the high-end
of the range in terms of visual impact
and functional quality. ■

Gipa (www.gi-pa.com) is a small
company with solid foundations that
has been manufacturing lamps for almost 50 years. The key customers
are bathroom, kitchen and furniture
manufacturers in general, as well as
lighting fixture companies which rely
on Gipa as subcontractor.
Versatility and flexibility, combined
with the guarantee of a “made in
Italy” product and attention to new
technology, make Gipa an ideal
partner for those who look for innovative solutions at affordable costs,
and a reliable supplier for long and
satisfactory partnership.
Besides a collection of standard
models, the company can collaborate with the customer's technical department to design custom models
or modify existing models according
to specific requirements; small batches and larger quantities are all handled with the same handicraft accuracy and care.
Gipa also produces accessories
like handles, brackets, feet and details of brass, iron and steel for
bathroom furniture and other applications. ■
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GIARA

L&S

LAMBERT

RESEARCH OF STYLES

GLASS BECOMES LIGHT

PROFILES FOR ALL NEEDS

The collection of handles and accessories made by Giara, company based in Agnosine (near Brescia),
is the result of an in depth research
of various styles, spanning many
years of architectural design. Giara
products are manufactured from
britannium and bronze, a prized
metals with origins that date back to
the middle ages. An hand crafted
product reminiscent of the ancient artisan tradition of our valley, this
beautifully designed, un-lacquered
product conforms to current environmental and ecological standards.
A product from the past, designed
for the future. ■

Glass “lights up” with “Murano” by
L&S (www.ls-light.com), the new
undercabinet glass element to
light up the worktop and basin area
with the high efficiency of led technology by L&S.
A thin blade of light resting on a
glass line: these are the only two design elements of “Murano”, featuring
surprisingly linear design and extraordinary visual impact.
When Murano lights up, glass becomes alive and a lighting element
itself, creating unprecedented light
effects on the working surface.
When turned off, the elegance of a
valuable and natural material like
glass provides for distinctive design
in the kitchen.
Murano is available with two source
types: “Strip Plus”, high-efficiency
leds by L&S, or “Evolution”, the led
technology that eliminates the “spotted” effect delivering consistent
lighting along the full length, with no
shaded spots: a great innovation by
L&S applied to several products of
the range.
The glass part is also available in two
versions: white lacquering for those
who love natural colors, or black for
those who prefer contrasts and
stronger visual impact. ■
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Lambert (www.lambert.it) is a company based in Nova Milanese specializing in the production of metal
profiles for the furniture and lighting
industries.
It has been operating in the furniture
industry for several years, producing
technical and decorative profiles
than can be used as frames, edges,
furniture doors, glass stops and fixing systems in general, in all the applications requiring particular decorative finishing. With a constant focus
on customers and market requirements, Lambert has recently
launched the profile 1452 and the
corresponding angle accessory
9452. Available for materials of any
thickness and anodized aluminum in
all finishes, it is a highly versatile,
easy-to-apply product. Through the
use of polyurethane glues, this solution has proved to be effective and
safe both for handicraft and for big
companies in the furniture industry.
Among all other products provided
by the company, we can find the
glass stops “Squadra” code 1433,
“Huniko”, code 1390 and the profile
“Iris” code 3557 for wood-aluminum
cabinet doors, plus a series of decorative profiles for doors that are exported to many countries around the
world. The company is certified to Uni
En Iso 9001 2000. ■

KUNZLE & TASIN

ADHESIVE FITTINGS

PATENTED “WHEELS”

Italfeltri (www.italfeltri.it) is a leading
international company in adhesive fittings for the furniture industries.
The product range includes synthetic
and wool felt pads, bumpers and
buffers, slides, screw covers and
anti-slip mats, both as standardsized and custom-made.

The adhesive screw covers embrace more than 40 among tints and
wood shades.They are easy to use
and very useful for covering holes,
screw-heads or other imperfections.
They consist of Abs and are provided with a strong and long-lasting adhesive coating. Thanks to the perfect
colour match and their slim shape of
0.45 mm – which makes them virtually invisible – they considerably improve the aesthetics of cabinets,
beds, bookcases and furnishings,
both at home and in the office.

The soft and long-lasting anti-slip
mats are the first choice for lining
shelves or drawers. They prevent objects from slipping away from smooth
surfaces and protect against impact,
damage and dirt. Available as pimple
embossed or corrugated, excellent
high anti-slip performance, functional surface, the ease to clean. ■

The complete “SphericalWheel”
brand and the innovative and patented line of products has turned back.
Kunzle & Tasin, a leading manufacturer of machinery and systems
for the treatment of wooden floors,
exporting to over 60 countries and
strongly focused on a continuous research and development of new solutions, has bought the assets of
SphericalWheel sas in liquidation.
These products can be used for different applications in different fields.
Just making some examples, they
are the top when used on trolleys, on
roltainers, industrial conveyor tables and all those applications for
which you need stability, safety together with a simplicity of the usage
(robotics, medical applications etc.).
You will find all the information about
the complete range at www.sphericalwheel.com. ■

CONTACTS

ITALFELTRI

international

The
easiest way
to find
the partner
you need...
info@xylon.it

PACKAGING

PACKAGING SEES PINK
The wooden packaging material manufacturing and recovery industry
is experiencing new growth and is showing a positive return in terms
of products released for consumption and – above all – in terms of products
that are recycled or reused for their original functions.
This has been confirmed by the Rilegno consortium.

Unloading
of wood waste
materials.

More wooden packaging
materials released for consumption, with more
wooden packaging materials being recycled. For
Rilegno, the national Consortium for the collection,
recovery and recycling of
wooden packaging materials, the 2010 data is
positive on all fronts. Following two critical years
(2008-2009), due to the
economic crisis, the market of wooden packaging
materials is finally showing
its first encouraging signs of recovery. A result that
is even more important considering the increase in
the environmental contributions for wood packaging
(from 4 to 8 Euro per tonne in 2009). This increase
has allowed the consortium to face the greater costs
sustained for the collection of the wood materials, as
well as the decrease in revenues from the sale of wood
waste materials to recyclers, above all during the market’s most difficult phases.
In 2010, 2.233 million tons of wood packaging materials were released for consumption, an increase
of 6.6 percent with respect to the previous year. That
same year, Rilegno, which is a member of Conai (The
National Packaging Consortium), recycled 1.851 mil-
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lion tons of wood waste from all over Italy directly under this convention, of which 907 thousand tons were
derived from pallets, fruit and vegetable crates and
industrial packaging elements (a 21 percent increase
with respect to the consortium’s entire circuit in 2009).
Amongst direct consortium management and independent management, last year a total of 1.402 million tonnes of waste materials were earmarked for
disposal and recycling thanks to Rilegno’s efforts. This
is equal to approximately 63 percent of that which was
released for consumption, a figure that greatly exceeds the 35 percent recovery objective that was established by the consolidated environmental act (Italian Legislative Decree no. 152/2006) for wood raw
materials from packaging elements.
The contribution of recycling to the entire wood supply chain is essential to replenishing the raw material reserves that sustain the production of particle
board panels. In 2010, 1.93 million tons of packaging materials were earmarked for the mechanical recycling of their secondary raw materials on behalf of
specialized industries and were used to produce particle board panels, while 231 thousand tons of
packaging materials were able to be reutilized for their
original functions; 14,500 tons were used for composting, while an additional 63,800 tons were earmarked for energy recovery.
The role that Rilegno plays, in relation to the recovery of secondary raw materials for recycling and reuse
throughout Italy, is largely sustained by collaboration

DESIGNER PALLETS

The winners of the “Legno d’Ingegno” competition:
from the left, Andrea Capriotti, Giacomo Moor
and Mattia Kenneth Sartori.

efforts with municipalities, businesses and public and
private individuals, as well as through the stipulation
of specific agreements: in just ten years of activity,
a total of 330 conventions have been established, covering 4,762 municipalities (more than 49 percent with
respect to 2009), and serving nearly 41.6 million residents. In 2010, 515 million tons of wood waste materials were collected from public areas (an increase
of more than 4.5 percent with respect to 2009). The
amounts of materials collected increased significantly
in Central and Southern Italy (which registered respective increases of 12% and 19%), while the situation in the North remained more or less stable (with
an increase of 1%). These differences in performance
can be attributed to the more recent implementation
of sorted wood waste collection in the Central and
Southern Italian regions. The conventions, which had
already been in act a number of years prior to 2010,
have thus resulted in an increased flow of the materials
from these regions within the consortium. The number of collection platforms that are affiliated with Rilegno, where the wood waste materials are delivered
and reduced in volume in order to be earmarked for
recovery, is also growing: at the end of 2010, there
were a total of 375 facilities (a 6% increase with respect to 2009), capable of ensuring uniform coverage throughout all of the Italian regions. The number
of consortium members, including manufacturers, importers and suppliers of wooden packaging materials, also increased from a total of 2,196 in 2009, to
2,244 in 2010. ■

The “Basket Case” prototype, winner of the first prize
at the “Legno d’Ingegno” competition.
The “Scatola Magica” prototype, winner of the second prize
at the “Legno d’Ingegno” competition.
The “Fruttagram” prototype, winner of the third prize
at the “Legno d’Ingegno” competition.

As part of the 2011 edition of Milan’s Salone del Mobile, the prizes
were awarded for the “Legno d’Ingegno” (Woodworking Talent)
competition, which was held again this year by the Rilegno consortium and was open to the next generations of Italian and international designers.
As per tradition, the materials included old reels, used pallets
and fruit/vegetable crates which, based on the theme “Containing
is a game”, were used to give life to various containers, boxes, cabinets and toys, as well as a number for fun and playful
furnishing accessories. Nearly one hundred entries were submitted from all over Italy, as well as from abroad (Portugal, France,
Canada and Chile).
The jury, which was made up of a panel of architects, designers, technicians and industrial production experts, and was completed with the presence of Marco Gasperoni and Monica Martinengo (respectively, the general manager and communications
manager of the Rilegno consortium), awarded first prize to Giacomo Moor’s project entitled “Basket Case”: a waste paper
basket, made from the blades of old venetian blinds and the
flanges of old cable reels, that can be easily transformed into
a basketball hoop with a simple gesture. Second prize was
awarded to Andrea Capriotti for his project entitled “Scatola Magica”, a game, made out of pieces of Eur-Epal pallets, in which
nine blocks, each with a different function (a lamp, a pencil holder, a coaster, a flower vase, etc.), are mixed to create a variety
of different combinations.
Third prize went to Mattia Kenneth Sartori for his “Fruttagram”
project, which was inspired by the famous Chinese Tangram
game and was manufactured using old fruit crates. Various other prizes were also awarded: the “Urban Design Award” went
to the installation entitled “Bobè” by Luca Brighi and Emanuela
Capaccio, while the “Memorial Award” went to the four projects
inspired by the traditional rocking horse and the wheel barrow:
“Lallo il cavallo” (by Arcangelo Favata)”, “Ord' on” (by Federico Ghignoni), “Cletta la Carrioletta” (by Elena Zanoni) and
“Reel Riding” (by Luca Travaglini). In a draw, the “Creativity
Award” was presented to the project entitled “Why not?” (by
Andreas Luer Solorza), a modular wine rack made from pieces
of pallets and crates, as well as to the project entitled “The Playing Bag” (by Chiara Debenedetti and Andrea Zampino), a hand
bag, designed using industrial packaging elements, pallets and
fruit crates, that even becomes a gaming table for playing TicTac-Toe or Connect Four. Finally, the “Re-use Award” went to
the project entitled “Tappo t’incastro” (by Marcella Toninello),
a modular fruit bowl made out of a series of wooden panels, recovered from packing crates, which are fastened together using corks.
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DESIGN

A THOUSAND TRENDS
OF CHAMELEON DESIGN
Impossible to classify as one single trend, suspended between
high-tech research and handicraft know-how, allergic to rules,
it represents virtues (and vices) of raw material wood:
this is furniture, the big star at the Milan show in 2011.
The 2011 Furniture Show in Milan, the 50th event
of a glorious story that has developed in parallel
with made-in-Italy design, validated the trend of
recent years, reasserting its role of ideal platform
for a debate among several actors.
Constrained by the economic crisis and the recent
political unrest that have shaken and are shaking
North African nations, causing doubts and delays
to expected and long awaited developments in the
Mediterranean region, furniture has come to the
show presenting different concepts and ideas, suspended between daring creativity, sober com-

WHIMS AND IMPERFECTION
Raw material wood, whether raw, roughed out or
reused with a creative approach, focuses research
on design that combines the functionality of an item
with its naturality. Creative inspiration and an open
tribute to the typical imperfection of unique pieces
are the distinctive elements of furniture and components following this trend: large solid wood
boards, cut sharply, with residual bark on the sides,
are used as cabinet doors or shelves, while recycled wood is a source of inspiration for a master's
design collection. Also “industrialized” parts go back
to their roots and get inspiration from handicraft tradition, with a new primitive formality.
Two seats
of the “Klara”
collection
by Patricia Urquiola
for Moroso.

positions, passion for details that sums up and amplifies know-how, hints of a new way of living
space, and an involving dialog between natural
raw materials indicating a new ecological approach to producing and living, and maximum flexibility where non-standard becomes the new
rule, and language is a fusion of materials, colors and different finishes. This is the multi-faceted
footprint that characterized the exhibition staged
at the Fiera Milano Rho expo center last April, a
"fil rouge" running from living to sleeping, from offices to unique masterpieces.
The “Osso” collection
by Erwan and
Ronan Bouroullec
for Mattiazzi.

“Bric-a-brac” coffee tables
by Piero Lissoni
for the project
“Tra le Briccole di Venezia”
by Riva 1920.

The “Tronco” container furniture by Francesco Binfaré for Edra.
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REVISITED CLASSICS
The sober line of classic pieces features strong
modern reminiscences, but the cut has been revisited and exploits new raw material operations
and alternative solutions for assembling and finishing. Solid wood is the undisputed star of this
trend, with different declinations from Nordic design to minimalist and flexible furnishing systems,
a symbol of timeless elegance in many different
finishes, or raw material for the production of con-

tainer furniture with sophisticated internal equipment, particularly visible in new cabinets,
wardrobes and walk-in closets, among the big
stars at the latest Salone.
“Piroette” chest of drawers by Porada.

“Wolfgang” chair by Luca Nichetto for Fornasarig.

Closet systems “Spazio” and “Zefiro” by Grattarola.

Particolare dell’armadio “Now Diamond” di Daniele Lago per Lago.

“Now Diamond” closets by Daniele Lago for Lago.
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Living area composition “Concept-Hot Red” by DoimoDesign.

Living room installation based on “ModulArt”
program by Pierangelo Sciuto for Presotto.

CONTEMPORARY FLEXIBLE
Contemporary minimalist cut acquires a new value
through the expressive power of materials and attention for details, the added value of design. Wood
marries with different materials, from metal to
glass, from leather and fabric to natural stone, creating new variations of haptic surfaces and textures.
Also color is reconquering space in room design and
customization, together with flexible compositions,
both in day and in night areas. Research for new
functionality and easy care and maintenance
over time reaches out up to the proposal of removable lining, matching furniture and finishing.

“Charlotte” container
by Giuseppe Bavuso
for Rimadesio.

DETAIL AND COMFORT
The predominant trend at SaloneUfficio is to eliminate superfluous elements, furniture is minimal, with
variations on materials and finishes. The “liquid office”, having a positive impact on creativity and concentration, represents a moving society, where fixed
workplaces and rigid spaces are replaced by a network of high-tech, high-comfort connected areas.
Safety and health define the dimensions of furniture
and desks, redefining the concept of standard.
Acoustics are also designoriented, with architectural
coatings for fixed and movable walls and false ceilings; wood find a balanced
coexistence with glass and
metal. Details, such as
desktops with bevel-cut
Container system integrated
edges, become trendy, viwith equipped walls,
sually removing thickness
“Quadra” by Lafano.
and weight. ■
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Collection “Quaranta5” by Fantoni with Teak finishing.

Aggregated composition
of collection “Gap”
by DVO-Della Valentina Office.

CONTACTS

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing
COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275
I-20052 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381
fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses
and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

PRIMULTINI spa
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.it - info@primultini.it

BONGIOANNI srl
Via Provinciale Revello, 89
I-12030 Envie (CN)
phone +39 0175 277261
fax +39 0175 277265
www.bongioanni.com
info@bongioanni.com
Vertical and horizontal log band
saws. Log carriages with variable axis.
Canter. Integrated working units
with circular blade. Vertical and
horizontal band resaw systems.
Multi-rip saws and edgers. Log
profiling units. Complete sawmill
systems for mass production.

The easiest way
to find
the partner
you need...

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

Wood processing machinery
and systems for sawmills.
Vertical and tilted log band saws,
log carriages with independent
headblocks, tandem headrig,
chipping canter, one-headrig and
twin resaws, multi rip saws,
automatic edging line and saw
servicing equipment.

STORTI spa
Via F. Dioli, 11
I-26045 Motta Baluffi (CR)
phone +39 0375 968311
fax +39 0375 968310
www.storti.it - sales@storti.it
Sawmill machines and lines:
canter groups, prismatic machines,
edgers, cross cutting machines,
multi rip saws, mechanizations,
slabs recovering lines
and logs sorting lines.
Nailing machines and lines: nailing
machines and auxiliary machines
(milling machines, branders, etc.).
Packs treatment machines and lines:
boards stackers and packed wood
registering-sectioning machines.
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Secondary processing
BIESSE spa

A.C.M. srl
Via A. Einstein, 7 I-42017 Novellara (RE)
phone +39 0522 661284
fax +39 0522 653433
www.acmitaly.com
acm@acmitaly.com
ACM presents LINEA the horizontal
made in italy beam saw that stands
out for its high quality and cutting
edge technology. Furthermore Acm,
since more than 30 years,
is specialized in the production
of band saws for wood and special
materials Ø from 400 up to 940 mm,
re-sawing machines Ø from 740 up
to 940 mm, band saws with sliding
carriage, inclinable band saws,
special band saws, oscillating
belt sander machines
and brushing machines.
The big experience, the
collaboration of specialized staff
and the organization turns
to market’s requirements allow
Acm to be a reliable and qualified
partner. Acm is at disposal also
for project of special execution
machines on base of specific
requirements (special material,
increased cutting height,
reversed execution, etc.)

Via della Meccanica, 16
I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100
fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse Wood Division product
line includes panel sizing centres,
vertical panel saws, manual and
automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines,
sanders, cnc machining centres,
routers, through feed boring
and inserting machines, material
handling equipment and packaging.

AGAZZANI srl
Via M. Minghetti, 13
I-41012 Carpi (MO)
phone +39 059 6222511
fax +39 059 641666
www.agazzani.it - info@agazzani.it
Complete range of band saws from
Mod. 400 to Mod. 1050 combined
with a number of optionals. Range
of band resawing machines Mod.
800-900-950 equippable with feeding
device. Range of quick and sturdy
single-blade Cut-off saws
with blade diam. 350-500-600.

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cross cutting-Top speed
optimization-Automation
Cursal is the specialized Italian
company that produces the most
complete series of: crosscut saws
for wood and assimilated;
loading-unloading automations;
turnkey solutions and customised
cutting configurations for small,
medium, large sections; integration
into processing cycles from the large
sawmill production to semi-finished;
specific accessories and modular
components: Nc with software
interfaces, optical scanners for
automatic detection of
lengths-widths-defects, moisture
meters, printers etc.; personalized
advice for advanced systems;
complete and, on time, domestic and
foreign mechanic/electronic support.

ELWOOD snc
di Bossi Franco e c.
Viale Industria, 66/2
I-27029 Gambolò (PV)
phone +39 0381 641279
fax +39 0381 648791
www.elwoodmac.it
info@elwoodmac.it
Over 30 years of experience
in designing and manufacturing
a wide range of edge banding
machines for both small and medium
companies and for industrial
productions.
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Dust extraction
systems and filtration

SCM GROUP spa
ESSETRE spa
Via del Terziario, 20 I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 365999
fax +39 0445 360195
www.essetre.com - info@essetre.com
Cnc machining centers to carry out
beams, roofs and wooden
elements for prefabricated houses,
structures for playgrounds,
walls and "block house”.
Cnc machining centers for
processing windows, doors,
arches, interior doors and stairs.
Automatic trimming line
for the automatic trimming
of pvc on doors and panels.
Automatic lines for milling,
cutting, edging plans
for kitchen tops and shelves.
Cnc machining centers for machining
curved elements, chairs, frames,
sofas, furniture. Cnc machining
centers for processing specific
doors and panels.
Automatic lines for carrying
out boring and milling
on furniture elements as drawers'
fonts, doors of wardrobes.
Special machines on request.

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa
Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311
fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel
saws for cutting wooden panels,
plastic and acm products. Welded
steel frames, to grant rigidity and
precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also
grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam
saws with many different
configurations accordingly
to the panel sizes and thickness
requirements.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111
fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery:
the widest range of products.

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818
fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it
controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire
extinguishing systems for
industrial dust extraction systems.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323
fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it
The product range is wide in the
sector of traditional woodworking
machines: thicknessing planers,
surface planers, combined
surface-thicknessing planers,
circular saws, spindle moulders,
combined saw-spindle moulder,
universal combined machines,
band-saws.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453
fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com
info@zaffaroni.com
Panel processing machines and plants.
Special multi-blades panel saws,
longitudinal milling machines
with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology,
flooring industry technology,
doors and modern furnishing
industry technology.

O.M.A. IMPIANTI srl
Via Ponticelli, 51
I-51018 Pieve a Nievole (PT)
phone +39 0572 950148
fax +39 0572 953388
www.omaimpianti.com
info@omaimpianti.com
Components and suction plants
for dusts, smokes, fumes. Air
cleaning. Dry and water painting
booths. Pressurized painting plants.
Cleaners with activated charcoal
for solvents. Suction benches and
booths for the sanding powders.
Separator cyclones. Electric fans.
Inverters for the saving of energy.
Filtering groups and handled
sub-stations with mechanical
and automatic cleaning in
counter-current with compressed
air. Storage silos. Sparks bearing
system and automatic extinguishing.
Mills and refiners for wood.
Briquetts presses. Dryers. Pellets
presses. Complete plants for pellets
production. Boilers and warm air
generators for solid fuels.
Industrial insonorizations.
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Surface finishing
CMA ROBOTICS spa

2R IMPIANTI srl Unipersonale
Via Enrico Fermi, 4
I-33082 Azzano Decimo (PN)
phone +39 0434 631358
fax +39 0434 642121
www.2Rimpianti.com
info@2Rimpianti.com
Coating systems for wood and metal.
Systems for aviation single
and twin rail.
Booths and dry water. Carousel
painting. Sprinklers. UV ovens.
Conveyors.
Machinery for gluing of components.
Anthropomorphic robot. Building
customized machines.

Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172
fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com
info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture.

ELMAG spa

MAURI MACCHINE srl
Via M. Comacini, 12
I-22072 Cermenate (CO)
phone +39 031 771374
fax +39-031 773500
www.maurimacchine.com
commerciale@maurimacchine.com
Finishing machines and lines
for mouldings. Finishing machines
and lines for flat and raised panels.
Finishing machines and lines
for doors and windows.
Special finishing machines and lines.

Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611
fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it
Lacquering and printing lines for
furniture panels, hardboard, mdf or
chipboard panels, doors or parquet
flooring with roller or curtain coating
technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers,
flat or uv dryers. Lacquering and
printing on coils.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax 39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it
info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as: dry
painting booth, water painting booths,
pressurising painting system
and suspended transport lines.

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c
I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441
fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it
Cefla Finishing Group worldwide
leader in the finishing of wooden,
plastic and non-ferrous material
products - designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines
for the wood, glass, metal and plastic
industries, tailored on customer
needs and requirements.

GIARDINA FINISHING srl
Via V. Necchi, 63
I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801
fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture
and construction industry with
application by spray, by roller coaters
and curtain coaters and drying
by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants for doors
and windows.
Spray booths.
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VD srl
Via U. Foscolo, 42/44
I-20034 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 311308
fax +39 0362 335887
www.vdsrl.it
commerciale@vdsrl.it
Wood and plastic finishing system.
Roller coater machines, curtain coaters,
spray robot with single and double
head, hot air - Uv - vertical ovens.

Timber dryers

Auxiliary machines
and equipments

PRIBO srl

TERMOLEGNO srl
Via del Sile, 4 - Località Rauscedo
I-33095 San Giorgio della Richinvelda (PN)
phone +39 0427 94190/949802
fax +39 0427 949900
www.termolegno.com
info@termolegno.com
Termolegno: the value of drying
Dryers from 10m3 up to 250 m3,
pre-dryers, mini-dryers, tunnel-type
systems, turnkey drying plants,
dryers for the plant-health thermal
treatment of wooden crates,
control systems, steaming kiln,
electronic moisture tester.

Handling
and commissioning

Via Nazionale, 12 I-38080 Lardaro (TN)
phone +39 0465 901945
fax +39 0465 901959
www.pribo.it - info@pribo.it

VISCAT FULGOR srl
Viale Santuario, 42
I- 26012 Castelleone (CR)
P.O. Box 52 Castelleone
phone +39 0374 58217
fax +39 0374 57942
www.viscatfulgor.com
info@viscatfulgor.com
Viscat Fulgor, for over 50 years a
leader in the production of flash
butt welding machines, welding
machines for large band saw blades,
sharpening and file sharpening
machines, setting machines, brazing
machines, high-frequency generators
for induction braze-welding and
dust suction units.

Software

From over 40 years we propose
integrated solutions in material
handling and industrial automation
sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture
assembling, the automatic storage
and the handling.
Automatic warehouses,
lazer guided vehiculs (lgv),
robotized islands, conveyors,
sorter systems, assembling lines,
tilting units, management softwares.

Design, production, installation,
training, technical service for sawmill
machines and plants.
Machines and plants for timber
handling, debarkers for hard-wood
and soft-wood. Technology for
sawmill. Sorting plants up to 50
boxes, stacking and destacking lines
for planks, chipping plants for logs
and discards, plants for poles
processing, planing machines for
round poles, planing lines with
automatic loading and unloading,
impregnation machines.
Machines for the production
of shavings for animal litters.
Grinders for pallets and wood cases.
Assembly tables for carpenters.

Green economy,
use of residual wood

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511
fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com

Delivery
of complete plants

DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093
fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com
info@ddxgroup.com
DDX develops Cad/Cam/Cim software
solutions:
"EasyWOOD" for panel and solid
wood machining using 3, 4 and 5
axis; "EasyBEAM" for structures,
houses, walls, beams, rooves,
gazebo, etcetera; "PowerSTAIRS"
for staircases design
and manufacturing; "PowerWIN"
for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors
and shutters.

ECOMEC srl
Via del Mella 57/59
I-25131 Brescia
phone +39 030 2680515 - 2680503
fax +39 030 2680890
www.por-srl.it
ecomec@por-srl.it
Construction of briquetting presses
and grinders for the recovery
of wood waste, dust, textile,
nonferrous materials, etcetera
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Tools and auxiliaries
OMAS spa
FINK srl - Woodworking tools

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e
Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530
fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it

Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2
fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete
sets of tools for windows, helicoidal
cutterheads, cutterheads for profiled
knives, cutters in Hw welded circular
saw blades, boring bits, solid carbide
routers and tools for cnc machines.

The Firm Aliprandi is specialized
in the production of wood working
tools in solid carbide and
carbide-tipped, both standard
and special production.

di Crescentini Michele & C.
Via Montanelli, 71 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 282420
fax +39 0721 281893
www.cpwoodtools.com
info@cputensili.it - Skype: cputensili
CP Utensili a company with 40 years
of experience in processing
woodworking tools,
is the ideal partner for
tooling solution on demand.
The German Quality Norm
BG-Prüfzert for the high production
standard and an export quote
of 70% confirms the international
prestige of the company.
Flexibility and fast delivery
was always the way to success.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A
I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179
fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

Woodworking Tools. Programmed
Tooling Systems for Windows and
Doors. Cutter Heads.
Multi-profile Sets. Circular Saw Blades.
Bits. Planing Knives.

UTENSILTECNICA srl

FUL - FABBRICA UTENSILI
LAVORAZIONE LEGNO srl
C.P. UTENSILI snc

Via B. Cellini, 45 I-60019 Senigallia (AN)
phone +39 071 7920718
fax +39 071 7920713
www.omastools.com
info@omastools.com

Via L. Fumagalli, 22
I-22066 Mariano Comense (CO)
phone +39 031 756037
fax +39 031 756851
www.fultools.it - fultools@fultools.it
Ful srl has been producing tools
for the woodworking, plastic and
aluminium for more than 30 years.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950
fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com
info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic
material working. Tools for automatic
boring machines and router bits for
cnc router machines. M.Conti
measuring devices for the
woodworking industry.
Special devices for door
and windows manufacturers.

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been
to design and build cutting tools for
machining wood, board materials
and plastics. Specialists in cnc tooling.
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Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2
I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Production of specials mechanical
fixing and diamond tools
for wood working cnc machinery.

ZUANI srl
Via dell'Artigiano, 57
I-38068 Rovereto (TN)
phone +39 0464 433183
fax +39 0464 436316
www.zuani.it - info@zuani.it
Zuani Company is a leading
Italian manufacture of tools for
the Woodworking industry.
We are producers of high precision
tooling with tc reversible tips
as well as reversible profiling
cutters for cnc automatic
and traditional woodworking
machineries for wooden windows,
doors and furnitures production.

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIES
Agents
and wood trades

Adhesives and glues

Lacquers

DURANTE & VIVAN SPA
Via Giuseppe Garibaldi, 23
I-33080 Ghirano di Prata (PN)
phone +39 0434 605211
fax +39 0434 605204
www.durante-vivan.com
info@durante-vivan.com

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6
I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797
fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com
Since 2004 our company has started
here in Italy the production
of 3-layer wood elements for
window and door building.
We have been gaining a lot of
experience during these years and
we can now offer them in several
wood species, such as: Okoumé,
Ozigo, Slavonjan Oak, Tulipier
and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue
pvac - d4 - en 205 only.

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA
ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080
fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com

Glues and adhesives
for the woodworking and furniture
industry: hot melt, PVAc glues,
uf glues,polyurethane water
dispersion, solvent based adhesives.

Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors,
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings,
fire-retardant coatings
and pigmented coatings.
Products for parquet floors, special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.

TRA.WOOD srl
Via San Giacomo, 10
I-20862 Arcore (MB)
phone +39 039 6180091
fax +39 039 6015532
Branch Torino: +39 011 8194519
www.trawood.it - info@trawood.it
North America: hardwoods
and softwoods.
Lumber, ripped strips, components
and laminated windows scantlings:
Hemlock, Douglas Fir, White Oak,
Ash.
Europe: laminated windows
scantlings and finger jointed.
Asia: laminated windows scantlings.

SALCHI WOOD COATINGS spa
Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386
fax +39 0424 37497
www.salchi.it - info@salchi.it
Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors,
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings
and pigmented coatings. Special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.
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EPISTOLIO painting robot division
EPISTOLIO
EPISTOLIO painting robot division came from the combination of experience twenty years of research, development and application of robots for painting.
This allows the EPISTOLIO to offer an extensive range of products suitable for all applications possible.
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